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EM-ERGENCE OF MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY-GLOBALLY 



Introduction 

-Humans everywhere, at all times and places and under all forms of 

social organisation and culture design, have had to deal with the threat of 

disease and illness. lnjur1es to human organism have always chaUenged the 

ingenuity of human individuals and groups to- devise means and forms 

towards tbeir prevention, control and treatment. Diseasa did not begin with 

mar;11 but in -a sense, as Sigerist has noted, disease is a part of life itself; that 

is a manifestation of lii-e under a:ltered.canditkms. 

Ttrere is an intimate and inexorable linkage between disease, medicine 

and human culture. In part , cultures are respons-es made by_ human groups 

to obstacles- placed by sickness and trauma in the path of successful 

adaptions: Theories of disease, including etiology, diagnosis, prognosis, 

treatment and amelioration or cure are all part of cultural repertory and 

equipment of human groups. These differ as cultures differ; they are similar 

as human cultures resemble -each other as universal problem soiving 

adaptive organisations and technologies. 

The various theories of disease can not be studied and understood 

apart from an understanding of the culture and social structure of the groups 

nolding there. 
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The study of human confrontations with disease and illness, and of 

adaptive arrangements that is medicine and medical systems made by 

human groups for dealing with these- ever-present and pan-huma-n dangers, 

which has come to be knovyn as mediCal anthropology 1 . 

Medical anthropology- is a newBr subdiscipline of anthropology with a 

formal- history of thirty years and -ar-1 informal history as oLd as its pai"ent 

rusdpline. Medical anthropelogy-, as=a~.lb-ffeld- of inquiry deals with tile Study 
-

of -peoples point of view in medicine_. In its: goals, 1t is- not rTl€rely limit-ed to the 

extent of assisting medical sciences in health care del~very, but it also covers 

a much broader spectra of inquiries. Its multifaceted objectives include the 

study of culture - specific tr:ends_ in the domain of illness, inter-rel-ationship 
. 

between medical arena with other sphere of the society and finally 

isentification, evaluation an-d utilisation of resource potential in a particular 

culture in terms at-therapeutic cures, health care and adherence2. 

1. David Landy, "Introduction: Learning_ And Teaching Medical Anthropology" in David Landy, 

ed., Culture. Disease and Healing: Stud~es in Medical Anthropology (New York, 1977), p1. 

2. P. C. Joshi, "Medical Anthropology: An Overview", in P. C. Joshi and Anil Mahajan, eds., 

Studies in Medical Anthropology (New York, 19.90)-, P .5 
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Since the end of world war U ·anthropologists both socio-cultural and 

biological have turned in increasing numbers to th.e cross cultural study of 

medical system and to the bioecological and socio-cuftural factors .that 

influence the incidence of health and disease now and through out the human 

history. In part their interests have treei'l theoretical, sparked by the desire to 

understand man•s heaftb .behaviour in-its-w~destmanifestations and part their 

interests have been apptied motivated by- tfle- befief 1hat anthropological 

resear:ch technique theor-ies and data ssor.~d :be used in programmes 

designed to improve health care in both-deveJOped and developing nations. 

Today anthropologists with these interests work in schools of medicine, 

nursing and public health; in hos-pitals and health departments; and in 

traditional University of Anthropology departments. They are ·doing research 

on topics like human- evolution, anatomy, pediatrics epidemiology, mel'"ltal 

health, drug abuse, definitions of health and disease, the training of medical 

personnel, medical bureaucracies, hospital organisations and operations, the 

doctor-patient refationship, and the pFOcesses of bringing scientific medidne 

to communities that previously have known only traditional medicine. These 

anthropologists are called "medical anthropo1ogists" and the field they 

represent is the new anthropoJogicaJ sub-:di.scipl-ine "Medical Anthmpolo.gy". 

Conceptually medical anthropology may be placed along a continuum, 

one end of which is- marked by a biologicaL pole and the other by a 

sociocultural pole. Towards the biological pole the int€fests _of- ihe 

anthropologists include human growth and development , the role of disease 

in human evolution, and paleopathology .... Towards the sociocultural pole 

anthropologists dominant interests include the- traditional medical systems, 

fethno-medicine) medical personnel and the.fr professiona1 preparations, 
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iiJness -behaviour, the doctor-patient relationship and the dynamics of 

introduction of western medical services into traditional societies3. 

In short; -medical anthropology is viewed by its practitioners as a 

biocultural discipline concerned with both biological and socio-cultural aspects 

of hum~n be_haviour, and particularly with the ways in which the two interact 

and have interacted throughout htJman history to influence health and 

diseas·e. The biocultural nature ot medicat anthropology is mac::le clear in a 

series of r:eview articles that have appeared in- the last 25 years such as by 

Caudifll9-53; Polgar 1962;- Scotch t963; Fabrega 1972; Lieban t973; Colson 

ar:rd Sel-by 19-74. 

The- origin of medica~ anthropology. can be traced by knowing the roots 
-

to medical anthropofogy. Mainly medical anthropologists interested in 

medicine and medical problems~ or the contributions of physicians to physical 

anthropology. Hasan argued that "the roots of contemporary medical 

anthropology are traceable to the development of anthropology it-self4." 

In the history of medical anthropology, Rivers was the first to 

conceptualise the medical beliefs of primitive peoples as theories of disease 

and theories of disease causation, with an internal logic of their own, and not 

to be dismissed lightly as bizarre, e·soteric, illogical and irrational bits and 

pieces of belief and behaviour in exotic cultures. Rivers inte-rpreted theories ot 

disease causation as consisting mainly ot three classes ot agents: human, 

spiritual or super-natural and natural, and he showed- how similar categories 

exist in the medical beliefs of contemporary western culture. He dealt in detail 

with much- more- in medical anthropology. His- contributions were extr.emely 

significant5. 

3. Foster and Anderson, ''Medical Anthropology", (Canada, 1978) ,pp1-2 

4. Ibid., p.3 

. 5. Landy., n. t, p.4 
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The survey of emerging anthropological and other bahavioural science 

interests in the heaith field, published !n 1953, was titled 11Appl1ed 

Anthropology in Megicine .. by Caudill. Then Scotch entitled a major survey 

article- "Medical Anthropologi'· Then Paul spoke of "Medical Anthropologists" 

in an article or:-~ medicine and public_ health (Scotch 1963, Paul- t963,. 

American anthfOpotogists fully apprecjated the implications- ot -health and 

Utness~ research fDr Anthropology. Further legitimizing_ the new subdtscjpi~ne_

was the appearance in the sma& year of the anthropology ortented: Mer.tical 

Behaviour Science (Pearsall 1963)6. 

Defjnitions of Medical Anthropofogy 

Hasan and Prasad (1959) defined Medical Anthropology as that 

branch of science of man which studies biological and cultura1 Ondwding 

historical) aspects of man from the po1nt of view of understanding the 

medical, medico-historical, medico-legal, medico-social and public health 

programmes by human beings. Weaver (1968) defined it as that branch 

of applied anthropology which deals with various_ aspects of health and 

disease-?. :Hochstrasser ang Tapp (1970) defined medical anthropo-logy i-s 

concerned with the biocultural understanding 0f man and his works in 

rel-ation to health and' medicineS. Fabrega (1972) Elefined a 

6. F:oser·and Anderson, n.3, p.3 

7. Joshi,n.2, p.7 

8. Foster and Anderson, n.3, p.9 
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medical anthropology inquiry as one that a) elucidates the factors, 

mechanisms and processes that -play a role in or influence the way in which 

individuals and groups are affected by and respond to illness and disease, 

and b) examines these problems with patterns of behaviour9. 

Lieban(1974) defined medical anthropology as one which encompasses 

the stwdy of me:di.caf- :phenomena ..as the~care influenced by social and 

.cultt:Jral-featuFes- and socia~ and-culturaJ-pher:roJttena as they .are ild.u:minated 

by- their mooicai aspects; He .again said (t974} that medical 

ant11wpoiogy not only a way- at vi-ewing the- state of trealth and-disease in 

-society but a way of Y-iewing the society ils:e:Jf1U. 

Fosters two fold definition highllghts the biocultural inter-relationship 

of "human behaviour" and "health and dis.ease" as a theoretical exercise 

and the utility of this knowledge in nealth related planning through 

changin_g_ of t:lealth behaviour in direction believed to promote health. 

Me EJory and Towns end described Medical Anthropology as the study 

of human health in cultural and environmental context. stressing the inter

disciplinary comparisons of. disease pattern 11. Joshi attempts at a fresh -

de·finition of Medical Anthropology as foflows - Medic-al Anthropology is the 

holistic study of health, illness and related misfortunes, as there are 

culturally perceived, classified, experienced and communi·cated on one hand, 

9. Joshi, n.2, p_& 

to. Ibid, p.7 

11. Susan S. Hunter, "Historical Perspective on The Development of Health Systems in 

Medical Anthropology", Social Science and Medidne,vol. no.21, Issue No.12, 1985, pp1297-

1307. p1299 



and socially constructed roles, stresses and institutional networks which are 

believed to help in the health-enhancing process, on the other, with a view 

to identify cross-cultural s4mtlarities and variations in the patterning of 

such behaviour12. 

Medical anthropology mafnly-reHes on-the iollowiflg cent.raJ attribt:Jt.es of 

antflropology: 

a) t-he themes of cultur-e am:tevnllitioo 

b) the- dimension of time and~s:pace 
-

c) coocern with human culturai and :b.i:ol.o:gkal variabiJUy 

d) the methods of compar-ative and hofistic analysis t3 

Medical Anthropology: Its Vari-ous O~mension 

Medical anthropology is one- cit the subdivisions of anthropology 

-bridging the discipline's two major fields of physrcal anthropology and 

cultural anthropology. In aedit1on, it meshes the established disciplines of 

anthropology, medicine, epidemiology and ecology. 

The sources or roots of medicaJ anthropology are probably as deep as 

anthropology itself. Ethnographic acceunts of medical cultural data are 

found in the writing of Frazer and TaJ(for. Early in the 1£th century, 

12. Joshi, n.2, p.8 

13.Hunter, n.11, p.1299 



anthropolog1sts made some contributions on the social cultural aspects 

of illness and curing. From holistic point of view, anthropology seems to 

have combined in one discipline, the approaches -ef several sciences, 

including the biological sciences, the social sciences and the humanities14. 

Ueban discussed somewhat selectively four major areas of medical 

aflthr:opology;: 

:a} Ecology afld Epidemio1o§y 

b) Eth:rromedieine 

c) Medical aspects ot social system and-

d) Medicine ~and cultural change. 

The prnblems encountered in these afeas, appmaches to these 

problems and relevant research findings 15. 

Foster and Andefson trace contemporary medi.cai anthropology to four 

rath-er diffe_rent sources, each of which developed- in relative (but not 

absolute) isolation from others: 

a) Physical Ant-hropology 

b) Ethnomedicine 

c) Culture and per:sonaiHy studies and 

d) International public health 16. 

14. D.N. Kakar,"Anthropology in Medicine: A R-eview" in P.C. Joshi 

& Anil Mahajan, eds. S1udies in Medical Anthropolo-gy, (New 

Delhi, 1990), p.17 

15. Ricard W. Leiban, "The field of Medical Anthropology", in D. Landy,ed., Culture, Disease 

and Healing: Studies in Medical Anthropology, (New Yor-k, 1977), _p.16 

16. Foster and Anderson, n.3, p.4 
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The intellectual roots of contemporary Medical Anthropology as a 

social science sub-discipline can be legitimately Hnked to post-renaissance 

development of human knowledge, characterized by analytical separation 

of mind from matter. The ensuing coercive_ reific =separati-On of 

anthropological phenomena_ into brrnogy, psychology and cuJture for the 

convenience of inst~tutiona:lized academic specialization have tended to 

produce fragmentary and-distorted academic- imag,es of human .realm 1-7. 

:Gurumurthy_s_ays tbaLAnthropoiog_y "as- ascieA-ce of maR can help- in 

tbe management of t:ltmftll and· hygiene--mainly ~n four areas. by way of 

a).providing informat~or:~ -on the concept of health:, :hygiene, medicine cure 

and so on to the~heaftb manage-r-s and planners. 

b) Policy formulation witR regard to health and hygi-ene. 

c) Action modalities and 

d) Monitoring, arid evaluation of specific programmes from a holistic 

cultural ecological perspective in terms. of short term and long term impact 

assessment18. 

According to Gur.umurthy there are matnly three subf1elds of 

· Anthwpology which related to the relevance of health management 

programmes. They a-re:, 

a) Ethnomedicine 

17. Anil Mahajan, "Medical Anthropology and Th1r-d World Development Needs: Symbiosis or 

Disarticulated.Goncern? •in P".C. Joshi & A-nil Mahajan, e:ds., Studies in Medical 

Anthmpoloqy, (New·oelni, ~ 990)~ pA4 

18. KG. Gurumurthy, "Anthropology and Management of Health and Hygiene, An Indian 

Case Study", in P. C. Joshi & Ani! Mahajan,eds. ~1-udies in Medical Anthropology, (New Delhi, 

1990), p.24 
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b) Medical anthropology and 

c) Cultural ecology or Ecological anthropology19. 

So, from the above, it can be traced -that there are five maj-or sources of 

medical anthropology._ Those are, 

(1) Ecology and-Epidemiology: 

It is one· of the impodant snur:ces of Medical h=tthrepoJ:ogy 

according to lieban. lrrthe study of medical aspects of the adaption and 

maladaption of human groups to: theirc environments, cuJtural ~+ors are of 

maj~or importance. Consider Mays {1960) experience, he was an 

epi:demeologist in a village· in China before World War II, May observed 

that some oJ the villagers were serious!-~ affected by a heavy infestation of 

hook worm, while others. were not. An investigatior:J showed that almost all 

the hook worm patients were rice growers; there were no rice- cultivators 

among those not ill with- the malady. The rice cultivators worked in mud 

mixed with night soil, which helped explain the infsstation of hook worm 

larvae. The other vi-llag-ers were engag-ed in silk work farming, and spent 

most of-their working days on ladders tending mulberry leaves. Here disease 

boundaries and cultural Giistinctions virtually coincided. In a case such as 

this, the effects of culture on the prevalence of disease is--striking, but it is 

also apparent that the hook worm infestation was part of a-- complex 

ecosystem involving re1ationships between human and 

organisms and their environments20_ 

19. l:bid., p.28 

20. Lieban, n.15, p.16 

11 
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In the source of ecology and epidemiology the social and cultural aspect 

of epidemiology is most important Francis {1959) says that epidemiology 

is essentially devoted to selective distributi-ons of disease and their 

meanings: Scotch {1963) says that epidemiology is both descdptive and 

analytic. Suchman {1968) says that the filed has become increasingly 

concerrred with the origin- and cause- ef diseases rather than with its 

distriiYafioA,alone. 

EpidemioJayy has a dos:e r:-eiati:oasblp =of ecolegy.. sociocuUurat 

factofS-tAan may help determiae .msease- €tialogy and drstributinn through 

their -influence on the relationship between a human -population and its 

natuml environment; or-ttlrough their direct inffwence, on the health of-the 

populati-on. 

Social and cuUural distinctions associated w~th differences in age, sex, 

occupation,c1ass,ethinicity and community, can have significant effects on 

epidemiological phenomena21. 

(2.) PhysicaJ Anthropology or Huma-n Biology 

Alm-ost by definition, physical anthropoJngists are medical 

anthropologists, since their 'concern with human biology _parallels and 

overlaps many of the interests of medical doctors. Mainly physical 

anthropologists taught and did research in schools of medicine, usually in 

departments of anatomy. Hasan and Prasad (1959~ list a number of areas, 

including_ nutritioo and growth and the cormlati.gn of body build and a wide 

vari·ety of diseases such as arthritis, 'ulcers, anemia and diabetes. 

Anthropolo.gical studies of human growth and dev-elopment are as much as 

anthropologica~ as is the study of seroloQy22. 

21. Ibid., pA8 

22. FosteL'BL'l!\r~derson, n.3, p.4- _ 
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AUand says about the pivotaJ role which medical anthropology 

should play in unifying biology and cultural ant-hropology through 

ecologica~ studies of small population adaptation. This research strategy 

has been pursued recently and prior to AJiand encountered for an early and 

exemplary study_ in medical anthropology and genetics. 

Exposure to and :protection of population from disease fisksc by cultural 

and social factors. such as migratio11, colonization and urbanization a!"e often 

included in research on. modernization. Labelled di-seases development 

weJ1: known exampies- -include tcypanos.omiasis fsJe.eyin_g. sickr:~cess), 

bilharziasis (schistosomiasis)_, onchocerciasis (river blktdrress:), filariasis and 

malaria resulting. from su:eh conditions~ as ri-ver basin deveiopment, land 

reclaimation and road construction. Anthropolo-gy is- also seeing a 

resurgence oJ interest in the study. of oth~r infectious diseases23. 

Underworld (19.75:5-8) and others hav-e sought a broader 

understandiAg -of disease proce-sses by looking at-the influences of human 

evolution and the differential exposure of populations affected by cul-tural 

factors such as mJgration, colonization and the spread of urbanization. 

Fiennes (1964:23-26) argued that disease, as encountEred in human 

populations is a specific consequence of a civiized way of life, dating from 

the time when agriculture began to provide the basis for the rise and growth 

of expanded, heavily .s.ettJed communiti-es. 

For many decades, physical anthropologists have -engaged in Forensic 

Medicine, an area of medico-legal problems involving identification as to 

age, sex and race of human remains where foul play is suspected and 

23. Hunter, n.11, p.1301 
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thr-ough blood types the determination of possi-bJe paternjty when there is 

disagreement as to who the father of child may be. 

ln the development of preventive medi-cine, physical antt:lropologists 

have contributed to research on the recogn1tion of high risk groups such as 

persons with sickl~ cell_ anaemia and carriers of hepatitis. They have also 

utilized- tt-le~r k-now~ge of human variat1on to aid in the field- of "Biomedicaf 

Engineerirtglt, rontr:ibuting to ~- development of -appropr~ate_ aroctic ~ 

trnpical _clothing: arrd gear for -Amer~can servi:E:-eman aAd for U.S. fietd 

stations. Ttre- -astronauts clothing- as wei!= as -wm:k spaces were built to 

anthropometricar specifkatiof:ls. Damon (t97-5:366) -says- that 

"Measurement norms and standards der-ived from a. host of anthwpoibg1cai 

stu:dies are used in such areas _as -general and pediatric medicine and 

dentistry and in surveys- of nutritional levels and etiology of disease in 

djverse populations_ as weil as with a population. This list tor appl~ed 

biologica~ Anthropolog~ is almost endless-24. 

(3~ Efhnomedtcine 

Hughes (1968) says ·that the domain of ethnomedicine is indigenous 

medical features those to which "not ex-plkit1y derived from the conc-eptual 

tramBwork of moG:em medicine"25. 

According to Foster and Anderson the subdivision of medical 

anthropology today is called ethonomedicine. 

24. Foster & Anderson, n.3, pp4-5 

25. Leiban, n.15, p.20 
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·As our primate ancestors evolved into human form, the diseases they 

brought with them and those they acquired along the evolutionary way, 

became- sociaJ and cultural facts as welt as pathoJ:ogicaJ states. For human 

beings disease threatens not only the well being -of sufferers of their fellows, 

-but atso- the ·integrity of tfle commun~- !Uness- ar:~d death afe: disr.u:wtiv:e 

events that_ impased~i{JtLec.ooomic, ·sociai and p.s-yt.chologicaf costs- wnenBt-er 

they_ occm: ~--apart from humanitarian reasons~- ther-efore, it is of primary 

rmportanne-to the members: of every gr:oup to try- to maintain tneir heatth ar.rd 

1o restor-e to -heatttl those who tan Hf26. 

(a) Heaith Practices 

In addition to ett:mome:dicine, various other terms have be-en used to 

.refer to the domain under discussion or _parts of it Folk medicine, popular 

medicine, .popular heaJth cutture, ethnoiatry (Scarpa 1967), ethnoiatrics 
' 

(Huard 1969). 

Polgar (1962)has distinguished th-e professiona4 health culture of 

medical practitioners from the popular health culture of unspecialized Jay 

practitioners_ He would include foJk healers among health professionals so 

long as they are recognized as specialists by others in their sodety. 

2B. G. M. Foster, An introductior:l to-EthRo-Medicifle in R H. _Bar-merman~ J. Burton aRd Chen 

Wen-Chieh,eds. Traditional Medicine and Health Care CovErage, W.H.O, 1983, p.17 
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A distinction should be made at the outset between professiona1 health 

cultures and popular health cultures. The first tel"m reflects to the- institution, 

roles, values and knowledge of highly trained practitioners of the Jndigenous 

medical system of South Asia as weU as practitioners of cosmopolitan 

scientific medicine. -Popular health cultures inctude the tleaUh values and 

knowledge, roles and practiees of layman of specialists _in fofk -medicine and 

of layman -specialis-ts- such- as- the avocatiooal practitioners of -hame0]3athic 

medictrr€27. 

(b) Medical Systems 

The published accounts of the wortds medica~ systems. have made 

possible the new discipline of ltethnomedidne'., i.e., ~~umse beliefs ana 

practices relating to disease which are the products of- indigenous cultural 

development and are not expl-icitly derived from -th:e conceptual framework of 

modem mediGi:ne28-. 

Medical systems are made t~p of a more or less uniform set of schools, 

hospitals, clinics, professi-ona~ associations and ageAcies. who train personnel, 

maintain an inf-rastructure for biomedical research and -deploy a network of 

services of varying degrees of complextty for the prevention, caring. care and 

rehabilitat-ion of the s4ck29. 

27. Leiban, n.15, p.20 

28. Foster, r:-~.26, p.17 

29. D. Pedersen & V. Barruffati, "Healers, Deities, Saints and Doctors: Elements for the 

Analysis of Medical Systems", Social Scien<:e And Medicine, Vol.29, No.4, ppAB-7-496, 1989, 

p.487 
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Anthropologists who today work in the health -fields have "reca-ptured .. 

and given a formal name .. ethonomedicine .. to the traditional study of non

western medicine and made it a part of their speciality. As medical 

anthropology has developed especiaily in the broad areas of international 

public health and transqJituraJ psychiatry, the practical as well as theoretical 

importance of knowlEdge about non-western medicaJ systems has become 

apparent. This rEcognition tras spar:ked -renewed~ interest in ethr:1crmedi~t 

research, .e1evating itcto~major imJror:tan€e-Jn Medfcal-ar.thropology. 

-( 4} Psycho~nthropologjcal-Heaffb Studies 

Beginning fn the mid 1930s anthropologists, psychiatrists and other 

behavioural scientists began to ask questions about adult personality or 

character and the s-ocio- cultural environment in which this character was 

displayed. Behaviour scient~sts also were interested in the possibilities of flew 

_ .. projective .. tests, suct:1 as tbe .. Rorschach inkblood cards .. and the Thematic 

Apperception Test, shedding light on the functioning of the -human mind and 

thus affording dues to the answers of the questi-ons befng raised30. 

Although the culture and personality research was theoretical in 

nature, th.e anthropol-ogists were concerned: with the ways in which 

anthropological knowledge could be used to raise the level-s of hea-lth care. 

Dev-ere_ux (1 944) studied the social structurce of a schizophrenic ward with an 

_eye to determining its thera-peuti-c fitness, and the Leightons wrote a 

marvelous book showing the conflict between Navaho culture and society and 

the problems of introducing modern medica~ services to the Navahos (1944). 

30. Foster & Ander:son, n.3, p.6 
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At the same time, Alice Joseph, a physician and anthropologjst, described the 

problem of interpersonal relations between white physicians and Indian 

patients in the American south west, -showing how role. perception and 

cultural differences prevented the most effective therapeutic interaction 

{Joseph 1-942) 31. 

(5) ~trnernatiooa1-Public Health 

Heaftb- workers jn cross-cultural settings come to see farsuoner thaR 

those wor:king -within their owR- culture and- particularly these 1nvolved in 

clinical medicine, that health and disease are as m-uch social and cultural 

-Phenomena as they are biologicaL They quickly realized that the health 

needs of developing countries_ could not be met simply bY: transplanting the 

health services_ of industf1:aUzecLcountri-es3Z. 

Beginning in the early 1950s, anthropolugists w&e able to 

demonstrate in practical utility of their knowledge ~and of their research 

methods) to internationcil publk health personnel, many of whom welcomed 

anthropologists with open arms. Anthropology: provided insight into why many 

programmes were less successft:JI than had been hoped and in some 

instances, anthropoiogists were able to suggest way-s to improve 

programmes. The anthropologrcal approach was acc_eptable and public h.ealth 

persor:mel, too, because, it did not threaten t-hem as professionals. They saw 

it 

31. Ibid., p.7 

32. Foster & Anderson, n.3, p.7 
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as a safe approach, in that it defined the problems of resistance of change as 

lying largeJy with the recipient people. Representative studies dealing with the 

early partidpation of _anthropologists in cross-cuftural and international health 

progr-ammes include Adams (1953}, Pau' (t955) and Saur:~ders (19o4) 33. 

So-th:ese are t-he major dimensions or sources medi-ca! anthropology, 

.that mere=thcm any- other preei~itated tne r-ea1ization that-her::-e-was- a AeW and 

major-subfretd-within Antt:lropology, one- whose potentia1 at the-time was only, 

lre.gin~ba=sensed* 

Basic Premises of Medical Anthropology 

Anthropologists wanted not only to observe and describe the 

behaviour of members of a group but also to explain why people behave in 

the ways they do. We have found that one- very mportant wB.y to understan-d 

b-etter the-why of human behaviour is to search for the-deep s-eated premises 

or assumption or postulate that underlie and we believe determine behavk>ur. 

The premises or assumptions of which we speak characterize individuals-. As 

di-agnosHc tools, they are more profitably thought of as applying to 

anthropology groups such as tribes, peasant villages, entire nations and state 

minority :ethni-c groups, bureaucracies and professionals. 

All the members of the- group share a series of common cognitive 

orientati-ons, comprehensi-ons, interpretations and ordering of th_e·phen-omena 

of the world about that set the conditions under which they feel life is lived. 

Some- of these premises lie at the conscious levels, while ottler5 are deeply 

subconscious. 
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Speaking speciticaUy of health, the wide spread African belief that 

death ar~d illness are always caused by sorcery is a premise that-explains to 

r~on-Africans much African health and interpersonal behaviour, it staflds in 

contrast to the premise of scientific medicine that whatever the specific 

cause, it can be understood in naturalistic terms. 

Fremises -or .assumptions or ~fates must b-e thm:~ght _of as-~ying~or:r 

a~COFit1nuum from overt and coAsGious- to covert -aRd subconscious: \Vt::retner 

the-fanner .or !tle latter, they:play enrnm01JSy imP.ortant ro1Bs if-1 detem~ir:tin~r 

individual and-group betlaviour since aH beFiaviour seem to be~a resporns-e to

or a function Of ttle pr-emises tfrat, whatever their degr-ee of consdousn€ss, 

characterize- an individual34. 

Joshi says about the basic premises in Medical anthropoJogy that there 

am mainly: ·three basic empirical generalizations, wh1ch guide ttTe research 

work: These are a) illness is an obiquito.us entity wbich is not necessarily a 

biomedical deviance (disease) but in -reality a socio-psy-ch-o-bio-cultural entity 

(ill-ness) and is present if and only if 1he affected person and the surrounding 

social group recognizes it so. 

b) Every society is capasle of constructing cultural fr-amework set of 

ideas, beliefs and norms and values in their past and persisting er:1counters 

with illness epis-odes. Thus-, iJ!ness has a cultural domai-n which means that 

illness experiences are not individual, impersonal and objective encounte-rs, 

. but are subjective, shared and soci-al experiences and therefore a-r--e 

un-derstood, labelled, communicated and expressed in cultural specific 

. (realistic) manner. 

34. Foster & Anderson; n.3, pp. 218-219 
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is the social domain of illness. In this, the pivotal attention is the affected 

person, -surrounded -by his family and significant others (Therapy 

Management Group) at one -end and the socially recognized health actors 

(popular or professionat or lay healers) on the other. These culture specific 

sets ot roles and statuses~are placed in a particular institutionaJ setttng. 

Holism dominates trne-it"leD.r:etical perspective in 'Medical anthropology. 

Medic:at systems: hav:e -been "~uit.e_ distinctly :per-ceived as social _s,ystems 

{Paul, 1955), as cuflu.ral systems (Kleinman, 1979~ as adoptive: systems 

(All-and, 1970) hut always with1n the pervi,ew of holism. Finally another 

apparent objective ofniedicaL anthropology is in the dJrection of cross cultural 

generalizations which have a direct bearing on the international health care 

planning35.-

Studies in MedicaJ Arrthropotogy 

1/7·- 4718 

Four decades ago, ackerknecht (1942) a med1cal historian contributed 

a series of scientific papers on primitive medicine. These papers provided 

useful guidel1n.es to anthropologists tor conducting research on primitive folks 

and indi:geT'Ious systems of medicine. 

Henry (1-947) and Mead (1947) wrote a series of research papers 

emphasizing the importance of the relationship of anthropology to 

psy.chesomatic medicine. Clarsen (1950) r,evi-ewed the contributions of social 

science research in the field of mental health. Hal1 (1951) attempted to 

highlight tne progress ot sociological resemch in the field of medicine. There 

were also earlier classicai works of Riverse (1924) ar:ld Clements (1932) 

35:. J:ostli. n:Z. pp. 6-7 



traced the world wide distribution of five basic concept of disease namely 

sorcery, breach of taboo, object intrusion, spirit intrusion, and soul lose. Other 

studies are FieJdls study on the .. Religion and Magic of the "Ga .. people" 1937, 

Spencers study -of Qjsease, Religion and- society of .._Fizi" Island 1941 and 

Harley's st-udy of "Mono• of Liberia 1941. 

The- history of-primitive aru:fcarcbruc-,memcirm has beel"l: review-00 ~by 

Si_gerist (195~t)_. Howev-er, it was Ack-erknecbt (1-942) who :brought out- for-the 

fist time thar "primitive med!-cine_ .is nat a- qt~eer crntection of errOFs- -and 

superstitions, nor is to be-explained~ simply~ stating-1hat Jr:~ the medicai fiBJd, 

primitiv-es: used spells, prayers. btood.-lettin.g. human fat and spittle. 

A-ccording to him what counts~ are not the forms but the place medicine 

occupies in the life· of a tribe or peopl:e, the spirit which pervades its practice; 

the way it merg.es with other traits from diff-erent ti.etds of experience" while 

-discussing- 1he relationship of primitive medidne with culture pattern he 

preferr-ed three important points. 

a) There is not one primitive m-edici-ne but numerous different primitive 

medicines. 

bj The dHterences between the primitiv_e me-dicine are much less differences 

in the medical patt-ern wh-ich- they build up and- wh-ich is conditi-oned 

ful"ldamentally by their cultural pattern. 

c) The degree oJ integrat-ion oJ differ-:ent erements of medicine into a whole 

and of whole medicine into a culture patt_em varies considerably. He was able 

to illustrate these points by comparin~g the syst-ems of medicine in different 

cultures. And also. his cross-cultural analysis of the practi.ce of medicine in 

different cultures is of considerable value to the anthropologists working. on 

theii.etd of medicine. AckerknBcht al.s:o~-:described--how ar-tdw.hy medicine of 
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the preliterate peopfe was often successful. He collected useful informati.an 

on their varied practices, including baths, cauterization, surgery, inoculation 

and also on their pharmacopoeia. ~ccording -to him, primitive medicine 

succeeded because of its psychotherapeutic qualities. 

In 1952, Whiting_ and Child- used cross-cultural material from 75 

societies to testthe hypothesis thatphild socialization practices are related to 

-adult conceptioru; of the- cause of the disease. Ttray based- on the analysis of 

explanation oJUlness on1ive fa-ctors:: 

a) Th,e -agency -causing -the- WJness 

b) The degree of patients responsibility of the illnes-s. 

c) The act or failure to act of the patient 

d) The material which have to do with production of illness 

e) The means by whjcfl such materja~ hav-e an effect - whether th-ey are 

ingested: br-ought into an external contacts wjth- the body or used in r-ituals 

etc.36. 

Logan- (1973) reported that peasants of Guatemala classifi:ed foods, 

medicir:tal plants- in h-umoral scheme of medicine which influences individual's 

selection and assessment of medical tr-eatments. Another important 

generaliz-ation about folk medicine is th-at the locaJ people tend to divide 

illness into two identifi-able cfasses: (i) Those that respond to treatment by fDik 

-practitioners or indigenous medical practitioners; and (fi) those that are 

amenable to sci:entific medicine. Paul (1955) had compiled a series of cross

cult-ural case studies related to people's reaction to health programmes, 

36. Kakar, -n.14, pp.14-15 
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Carstrairs (1955) had brought out how attempts by a western trained doctor 

to treatvillagers in rural Rajasthan in northern-I-ndia met with some obstacles 

due to traditional local beliefs, Marriot (1955) had critically examined the 

social and cultural problems involved in introducing more effective- medical 

techniques to the conservative Indian village ut KishanG~ri37. 

The studies reviewed here provtdes a vivid description of how the 

holfsti:c-perspective~-hea1tb an:d disease:f-laV-e been iQnOred-=byo-the-scl:lolars 

who~ tlave.-beoo guided~ -mostly by- the western- tbe-orkes and- rnettmdologres. 

Becaus:e:-otthis-:the: contribtJtron of medicaicanthfep_o:fG~ists we-re fcrosing-their 

wjoor acceptabiHty a!ld appreciation fromc the- cemm:w~ity health speciafists. 

Ttlis demanded a critical rethinking_ in- the "field of medicat medical 

anthropology. 

A recent growth of critical medicat anthropology has given quite a bit of 

solace. This venture has m-ade an ·attempt to reinvent the holistic perspective 

and have placed the field of health within the context of the class and 

capitalist -expansions. Critical medical anthropnlogists ult-imately aspire to 

merge theory and practice -in therr desire to promote expefi"ential health as 

opposed to the fi.Jnctiorrai health associated with contemporary political 

economics around the world. As part of this en~avour, Wright and Johnson 

expr.essed toward a critical clin1cally applied Anthropology, the hope of 

synthesizing critical medical Anthropology and clinical-ly applied work38_ 

Critical medical Aathropology it-self has been concerned most 

.commonly with (a) the effect of :capitafism, impe:rialrsm and western 

37. I-bid., p. 1"6 

38. Hans. A Baer, "The Possibilities and Dilmmas of Building Bridges Between Medical 

Anthropology And Clinical Anthropology: A Discussion, Social Science & .Medicine, Vol.30, 

No.9, pp.1011-1013,1990, p.1011 
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technology upon health status, typically in the third world nations; (b) the 

logistics, avaiJability, distribution of and access to biomedical resources, both 

in the third world, and ih the lower income regi·ons or urban neighbourhoods 

of industrialized nations, such as U.S. and (c) the role of biomedicine as an 

agent of world capitalism. 

CJirtical anthmpotoglcaJ. studies most commonly ·involve· the nature. of 

.interactions .between -patients. and car:e giver.s- within the bionTedicaj,_ dinical 

setting~ This settmg is geaer.alt¥ in the U:S. or· other ~industrialized, capitalist 

nation. 

CriticaJ approaches often begin with the assumption that health and 

nutritional defi:cits, asymm.etry in the availabiiity of health resources, medical 

managem~t strategies,. interactional asymmetry,· medicalization, sexism, 

racism, classism, socia~ control all are a iuncti.on o:f capitalism. Although 

Singer suggests the need for .uniting macro: and traditional micro approaches, 

he def~nes the foci of a critical medical anthropoiogy as largely macro level 

global social relationships, their dependency upon capitalism, and the net 

effect on health and health care. Referring to biomedicine as "bourgeois 

medicine" he suggests that a criticaJ approach must re·cognize biomedicine's 

key role in the promotion of the hegemony of capitalist s·ocietv generally and 

the capitalist class specifically39. 

39. Irwin Press, Levels of Explanation And Cautiof-ls For a Critical Clinical Anthropology, 

Social science & Medicine, Vol.30, No.9, pp.1001-1009, 1990,1001 
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So, medica~ anthropology as a new scientific discipline emerges as a 

subdiscipline of anthropology. While the scholars wanted to delve into the 

complex- health ~nd the related practices among the different human 

groupings. As a result of this, a wide canvass of approaches for medical 

anthropology has been traced globally to put the threads of insights in a 

scientific exer-cise~ 

In the- r:1ext chapter, an -attempt- -has be-en made to trace the tr-ends m 
madicaJ- anttmop:_erogy. as. pmctices-in differern- parts of_the gtobe in- or-der: to 

dev.elop_ a proper perspect~ve- -keeping in view fue complex interdiscipliAary 

nature of 1be community -ooalth problems among the developed and tile 

under-developed human groups. 

?{; 
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Medical Anthropology being a branch of Anthropology grew up as a 

subdiscipline at the globa1 level. The scholars of Anthropology whil:e 

understanding the total life process of the various human groupings, came 

across the various diseases causing -ill health at this cultura1 and sub cultural 

level. In order to study the dyAamics of itlness and suffering of the people the 

anlhropolo:gists used t~ classical theories and methodoiogies, instead of 

raising :the r.elevant-questi:ons of holfstic--under;stancling of health, disease and 

man, which touches the coJ"e_ isstJes of -epidemioiOf)y. In tt:lis- chapter an 

attempt_ has~ been mafia t-e_-show now- the medical anibrapuJogists handl-ed 
-

-ttlese complex- mtdtifacet-ed issues theoreticaUy as weH as methodologicatly. 

In th-e third world, health policies neglect a few fundamental facts: the¥ tend to 

perceive and treat the health situation as an ahistorical and natural product 

rather than a historicaf and socia4 one. 

Health pmblems w-er-e defined -as technical problems, rather tban 

political and economic policies. This emphasis was nurtured by th-e progress 

of medical sciences in the west, because of th:e unde_rstandtng of the germ 

theory· of dise-ase, and the resulting discovery of th-e wonder drugs. As a 

result, concurrent improvem-ent in public health in the west gave an 

apparently much importance in the med1cal technology rather th-an 

understanding of social and economic dynamics of-he-alth 1. 

1. G: Djurieldt & S. Lindber_g, "Pills against Poverty: A Study of the Introduction of Western 
Medicine in a Tamil V-illage", ~LOT-lden, 1975), p.15 
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According to recent review of medical anthropology, two distinct 

emphasis can be discerned within the field. They work with two different 

concepts of disease: In the first type, medical problems are approache-d irom 

the view point of the groups, and individuals studied. The i11ness, tends -to be 

viewed-as a cultural category and.as a .set of culturally related events. It will 

be- observed that in ethono-medicaL studies, behavioural and 

p.henomeno1ogicaLindicators -&-eustJal1y ~empfo¥-&Lto define-a state of illness. 

At the :Other ;9xtreme ar:e studies that v~ew medical .problems using: the 

..categories .of western scientific medicine-. Tbe..:orgar~izi.Ag p:erspectiV-e towaat 
-

disease in these studies is a bio1ogical one. That is, emphasis .is _given to 

disease as an abnormality in the ·structure and I or functi-on of any system of 

the body, and evidences of biological system malfunction serve as indicators 

of disease. In many studies that use western medical disease categories, the 

beliefs, perceptions or practices of the groups regarding the disease are not 

emphasized. 

Fabrega calls these two emphases the "ethr;tomedical" and the 

11Western biomedical", respectively. Now our problem is: shaU we select 

"illness" or "disease'• as our analytical category ? To be able to make a 

choice, we have to make a critical evaluation of the two res-earch traditions. 

what can ethnomedicine offer us ? Studies in that tradition typically deal with 

topics such as sorcery, witchcraft. shamanism, folk psy-chiatry and culture 

specific syndromes2. 

2. I-bid. p:20 



MediCine- and disease have had an undeniable- effect on the history 

and culture of mankind. Disease has .been co-eval with existence of animal 

life. Since man is peculiar Jn-having cultural environment apart from biologjcal 

ar:rd physical-environments, every -known human society has developed a 

pharmacopeia and a therapy - be it mag_ico-religious, secular or empirical or 

scientific. lA- urder- to_ undeFStand -the -total.cultme- of particular period it -is 

necessary to·pay attention-to. assessing th:e health status..ol the hl:lman group 

ir:wo1v-ed3. 

Health and diseas_e are measures of the Bffectiv.eness with which 
. 

hum~n gr:oups, combining biological cmd -cultural resources, -adapt to their 

environrll€nts. The fact that health and disBase are related to cultural as well 

as biological fact-ors underlies the convergence of medjcal and cultural 

anthmpological interests4. 

, Mainiy- medical anthropology is a biocultural disciplina It studies both 

the -biological- and sociocultural aspects of human behaviour. Af:-'ld how these 

two aspects interact and interacted throughout human his~ory to· influence 

heaUh.and diseases. 

3-. Khwaja A. Hasan, "Anthropology and -Medical -Hist.ory" in L.P. Vidyarthi, ed., App~ed 
Anthropology in India, (Allahabad, "'1968), p.495 
3. R. W. Leiball, "The Field of Medical Anthropology" in D. Landy, eds. Culture. Disease and 
Healinq:·Studies_in Medicar Anthropology, (New York, 1977), p.p13-14 
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Bio-Sociocultural Trend In Medical Anthropology 

Conceptually medical anthropology may be ranged along. a cor:~tinuum, 

one end .of which is marked by a biological pole, and the other by a 

sociocultural pole. Towards the biological pole anthropologists inter-est 

include human growth- and. development, the role of disease in human 

ev-olution and pJeopatholog¥-~ Towards ttre _s-ocioculturat pole antMrop_ologists

dominant interests inclttde traditionat meclical systems, medicaJ personnel 

and- their professional preparation, Utr:1ess- l:>ehav-iour, the doctor-patient 

relatiDns:hip, a1=1d the- dynamics of tt:re-rmroduction.of western medicaf serviees 

.into tracfrtional sodet~es5. 

Alland says medicat anthropology has served-primarily as an adjunct to 

applied anthropology and pubiic health. The evolution of man's sapi.ent form 

has been an interactive pmcess between cultural and physical development 

(Spuhler r959, Washbum 1959, Dobzhansky 1-962). Simpson (19-62) has 

suggested that culture ~tself is an adaptive process of biological evolution. 

Whne most physical anthropologists accept the role of culture in physical 

development , many of these interested in cultural evolution have tended to· 

bypass the biological aspect of cultural development. They have concentrated 

instead on the cumulative_ aspect of the evolutionary process. No one can 

deny that biologica4 evolution is cumulative in the two senses that th-ere has 

been a proliferation of species through the time and that greater complexity of 

the nervous- sy..stem has been a_ constapt of pl"lylogene-tic development. Nor 

can one deny that functional interrelationship exists between specific 

ecological niches and different levels of cultural complexity6. 

5. Foster and Anderson, Med~cal Anthropology, (New York, 1"978), pp 1-2 
6. Alexander Allard, "Medical Anthropology & The Study of Biologk:al and Cultural Adaption•, 
in D. Land¥, ed., Cultur--e, Disease & Healir:tg.: Studies -in Medical. Anthropology, (New York, 
1'977) 1 p.41' 
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Medical anthropology encompasses the study of medical phenomena 

as they are influenced by soda1 and cult-ural features, and social and cultural 

phenomena as they are iHuminated by their medicaJ aspects. These 

distinctions may be seen as two facets of a set of interrelated phenomena. _ 

But depending -on- the nature~ot fhesfudy and tt:le interests oftheinvestigatior, 

one or the _ether at 1iirtSS--may reeeive_ greater emphasis -or -be-cthe-fecus- cit 

attention7. 

Disease in some- form is- one of 1he fundamenta4 vital prOblems facing 

ey-ery -society, and every_ known so-ciety has developed methods for coping 

with Eiisease and thus created a medicine. 

In the modern anthropological and medical viewpoint on primitive 

medicine, Ackerknecht (l942-47} .emphasizes that :primitive medicine is not a~ 

qu-eer collection of errors __ and superstitions r:~or is it to be expla~ned by simply 

stating-that, in the medical field. primitives use spells and spittte. 

Ackerknecht (1942): " what counts are not the forms but the place~ 

medicine occupies in the lite of a tribe _or p-eo_p~e. the spirit which it m-erges 

with oth-er t[aits from different fi:el-ds of experience". 

In discussing primitive medicine and. culture pattern, he stresses three 

points: 

(a) There is not one primitive medicine, but numerous primitive medicines. 

(b) The differences between prim1tive medicines ar-e much less differences on 

7. beiban, n.2, pp. 15-1-6 
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elements, than differences in the medical pattern which they build up and 

which is conditioned fundamentally by their cultural pattern ; 

{c) The degree of integration of tt:le different elements of medicine into a 

whole, and ofthe-wllole medicine into aculture-_~r-n, varies cons·iderablyB. 

AckeFknecht iltustrates these points- by: ·comparison of the sy-stems of 

meuidne in Cheyenne, DotJu arnf "Fhonga cultur-es: Tbis-.is:ca cross- cultura~ 

~ysis of J3dmi1ive~meaieine~interms-ofcuUw.:~pa-ttems. 

Some authors- -refer .:.t-o_ thE3 structural· arrd c.rganizationaf aspects of 

medicine and llealth,_ using -the:- term medical systems and hea1th systems. 

Health syslems comprise the whole array of elements or components of the 

bmader socjal.system which are. related to the health and physical. mental 

aAd social we-n-being of tMe- population. The term medical systems for the 

organized- array of-human resources, .technolo__g_1es and services specifi:cal:ly. 

designed~ for the development and practice of a medicine for individual or 

collectivH health care; 

Medical systems are made .up. of a more or less uniform set of schools, 

hospitals, clinics, professional associations and agencies who train personnel, 

maintain an infrastructure for biomedicaJ research and deploy a- network of 

services of varying degrees of complexity for th:e -preVcention, curing, care and 

rehabiJjtation of the sick. 

8. W. Coudill, "Applied Anthropology in Medicine" in A. L. Kroeber, ed., Anthropology Today, 
{Chicago URiverstity Press), p.772-3 
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Every medical system has its-own distinct and more or less organized 

set of techniques, (materiamedica, drugs, herbs or procedures such as 

adinnation, surgery or acupuncture) and practitioners (doctors, nurses, 

dentists, pharmacists, therapists, shamans, t:lealer:s. bone setters, herbalists, 

midwives etc.), with their own ideo1ogical sub-stratum (concepts, notions and~ 

ideas} which -form:an indissoluble part otthe cuJtur_aJ repertoire of soci.ety9. 

Health is a pact of o_verall" dev,elopment. Its analy-sis- w~ll acquire a 

meaning:and~sigraifFcatlce by the medical anthmpolo"@ists -only when they ar-e 

refevaflt in the- pr:eseat social~ .cultural, ecanomic, ~olitical:, -eeological .and 

biofogical mmeu -and are car-ried out with .broader -imagination and h-olistic 

framework=-in the dev_eloping-worJdlO. 

Anand explained biolog.ieaL and cultural anthropology through the 

junction of medical anthropology. H1s approaches to this study is mainly 

evol-utionary. But he. suggested that studies of health and disease in human 

societi-es-should be examtned as investigations in human ecology. 

S-ahl~ns and Service (1c9£0)- have applied an -analogue model ot- the 

Darwinian theory to the probl-ems of culture, .but in their system there are no 

measurable biological variables and_ no generalizations may be made from 

established biological Jaws. 

The- que-stion that must be raised is: can the Darwinian model of 

evolution be applied to cultural evolution and if so, to what extent and how ? 

Before an attempt can be made to answer these qu-estions certain theoretical 

points associated with the organization and the analysis of data must be 

classified. 

9. D. Pedersen & V. Baruffati, "Healers, Deities, -saints & Doctors: Elements tor th-e Analysis 
of Medical Systems", Social Science & Medicine, V.29,N.9,pp487 -496,1989,p487 
10. S. K. Sahu, "Research in Medical Anthr-Opology: Issues and Alternatives" ,Man & Life, 
Vol.30, pp. 1-13 
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First of all it must be emphasized that the unh of_ such studies is a 

human population characterized by a configuration of biological and cultural 

traits and-occupying, a specific ecological space. 

The term culture shall beTes_eP/ed to denote tf:alts-w-hich are shared by 

a significant numberos of individuals and- which are- transmitted- through the 

learning~ process. This Should help- usc to avoid the tendency towards 

ty-peJ.ogical thinking whicll too often accompanies fue use-:of !fie term cuJtuf"€ 

to describe -human societies and fa-ciliate the study of cultural and biological 

variables as jnteracting_ factors in :the adaptive process. 

Sac~0nd~y. it must be understood that what is to be studied is ne-ither a 

tel-eological nor a unidirectional process. Traits which have adaptive value do 

not necessarily arise as a response to -need. Thus- there is no question of 

causality in the anaJysis. This is in keeping with the- theory of evolution whict:l 

provides functiona~ explanations for the fixation or loss of random events 

(mutation) within a defined system (a population). Factors responsible for 

mutation may be investigated independently, just as factors responsible for 

the origin of pa-rticuiar cultural traits may be investigated independently ... 

Traits which have survival value may be sorted out in a process which 

may well be, though it need not be, independent of the individuals involved. 

This is not to say that all cultural traits are a-daptiv-e; but the proposition tbat 

many of them are is not a new one. What is new is the proposed investigation 

of the biological adaptability of such traits within a given environment. 

Lastly medically oriented studies are only one means of _pursuing 

researcb in the field of human evolution. Adaptive envimnmental exploitation 
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impor:tance~ -but medical studies will pmvida_ units of analysis which _are -more 

directly measurable and which may reveal more readily the relationship 

between biological and cultural variables. 

It is often pointed out that the major difficulty in applying Darwinian 

evolution to• so called cultural adaption is tbe fad that culture traits- ~are 

extrasoma:tic af:ld therefore not bound to genetic mechanisms. Hence it is 

said~ .quite- correctly, that different rules -g@vern their transmission. Th·ey are 

not onl-y pas-sed f-rom generati.on to generation through a learning process, 

but may easity transgress societal boundaries without concomitant 

interbreeding. But it should be "known that how important is this -difference. 

The adaptation is the major concern here, not the origin of traits nor the 

mechanism ot their tr=ansmtssion. The relationships between traits. and 

environments hav-e the same effect -on adaptation whether tbe traits are 

biological or cultural and ..adaptive in human groups is b_ound to be the result 

of combined biological and cultural forces1t. 

Anthropologists believe the utility o.f Anthropoio_gy to the health 

scienc_es, -lies -within three maror caie.gories. Firstly, Anthrop.ology offers a 

__ distinctive way of looking: at both - whole societies- -ar:td their individual 

memeeers, it uses a:hoiistic--::orsyslemslike--ap:pr:oach -in which .the researccller 

constantl-y asks how alt ot- the ·pacts of the -system frt togett:ler: and now the

system i-tseJf- werks:-. -Atlt'hropotog}f.s distinctiv€ .way also stresses the 

rmportance of cultar~l relativism in evolutionary ways other than our own, -the 

need- to interpret indigenous forms within context of the calture in which they 

a-re found instead ·of judging them against western or supposediy universal 

standards. 

11. Alland, n.4, pp. 41-42 
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Secondly, Anthroplogy offers an operational1y usefuJ model to expia1n 

the process of social and cultural change and to aid, in understanding the 

conditions under which members of "target groups" respond to changed 

conditions and A_eW- ~pp:or'turuties. Anthropologists have- no formulated laws 

that predict accurately all individual and group. behaviour under specified 

conditions; but they are:abJe to for-etell quite--accwrateJy- the probable range-or 
ct:loices that wilf be exercise-eLwben peeple fmd themsel~s in new situations 

that per:m:iLorforcecorrttlem.-Bew behaviour forms. 

Thirdly, Amhr-opulogy offers the health sci-ences a tLexibJe and effective 

research methodolog¥ for -exploring a wide range of theoretical and practical 

problems that are encountered in medicai pr:ogrammes. As one element in 

this methodology anthropology offers the conc.ep.t o.f "premises" or 

"assumptions" that uQderline- behaviour, these premises afforde<i an 

important ke¥ to_-understanding the rationale of acts that, when vi:ewed from 

vastly different cultur-al assumptions, often seem inational12 .. 

As far as the methodotog~ca~ ori-entation is- concerned most of the 

bi-ologists accept the fact that careful studies on the microevolutionary level 

are- essentia1 than understanding of the mechanisms of evolution. If we 

accept the -pdncipie that microevolutionary studies are a neces.sary 

prerequisite for this ty;p.e of r.esearch, then it becomes possible to discuss 

specific lines of attack on those areas which ar:e subject to biological 

measurements. GeneraHy speaking the measurements are fertility and 

fecundity, morbility and-mortality.. The materi.al to be examiner:! fall-s into two 

groups. First, those -reJatior:tship between culture and binlogjcal variables 

which affect the distribution and frequency of genes, and second, those 

relationships between culture and 

12. Foster and AndersoA; -r:r.S;_pp.--2.08~9 
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biolog~cal variables which directly affect disease fr-equency, disease outcome 

and fertirity. The first group reflects primarily the effects of cul:ture on physical 

developments, but changes in genes may well feed back to culture. The 

second group is concerned specifically with cultural development as it is 

affected by biological variables. Where genes are concerned we have the 

added measure of gene frequency. 

There are a number of :studies of biological and cultural adaptations to 

the field of medical anthroplogy. One of the most important studies is 

Livingstone's bril"li.ant paper on sickle cell aneamia (Livingstone, 1958). He 
. 

opened a vast neld of research mto the relati-onships among genes, diseases 

and cultural praetic-e-s. Here Livingstone has correlated the dis-tribution of the 

v-ector in the west Africa for Falcipar:um malaria with the introduction of 

agriculture to this area. The increase in the vector population is r~ated to the 

incmase in disease inci-dence and the increase- of disease incidence to the 

development of an adaptive polymorphism based on the resistance of 

heterozygotes for the sickle cell trait to a highly fatal form of malaria l3. 

There is a data in the- lit-erature- on the genetics of disease resistance 

and suscepti-bility" (~hull-1-963, Blumberg-1 H62-, Butter Janusch-19:59-). 

Guhurallactors whieh act to--increas_e the frequ-ency of dis-ease organisms in 

particular ecolo~jcal ~areas on which act to reduce or increase resistanc&wiH 

have an effect-on the genetic cOAstitutiorr of populations. 

A recent paper by Lambrecht (1964) on the evolution and ecology of 

the tsetse fly and trypanosomiasis provides much material of anthropological 

interest which Lambrecht does not investigate the genetics of disease 

13. Alland, H.4, pp. 42-43 
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resistance to trypanosomiasis in present human populations, he does r~ate 

the distribution of various species of carrier and disease organism to both 

environmental and cultural factors. The author raises the question of 

relationship between primate and hominid evolution and the incidence of 

disease. To quote his summary paragraph: .. Exposure to and invasion by 

parasitic organisms may play an important _part ~among many other intrinsic 

'faetors;hat~guide:tbe evolution of animal-fmms. Try,p.anosomes, two species 

of whJch causeAfr:ican steeping sickness today, -are1JfooE1 parasites of gr-eat 

antiquity. rnBir .pr-esooea jg Africa at the .time of the first stages of human 

-evotulions may trav.:e been of- gr.:eat consequence, at first acting as a 

clis-criminating agent between resistant and nonresist-ant types of hominids 

arrd later also in shaping, migrati.on routes and settlement patterns. As a 

possible due as to why man arose in Africa, the author postulates that 

trypanosomas may have preduded the deve1opment of certain ground 

dwelling faunas, aHowing c-ertain more resistant primating to fill the empty 

ecol.ogical''niches••. 

The suggesti_on that disease has been a factor i-n primate evolution 

(Schultz-1950-53). It is intere-sting to note in this respect that macques will 

drive siGk animals away from i:heir territory and thus. protect the group from an 

increased frequency of dis.ease organisms. Thus disease may well have 

played a selecti'll-e -role in the evof-ution of certatn primate behaviour traits as 

we1J14. 

14. Ibi-d., p.43 
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Medical anthropology is the term used by anthropologists to describe, 

(i) their research whose goal is the comprehensive description ar 

interpretation of the biocultura~ interrelationsl:lips between human behavioL 

_past and present, and health and disease leveJs, without primary regards · 

practical utilization of this knowledge; and 

Oi} their pr:ofessionat.par:tidpation-in programs whose- goal is tbe -improv-eme1 

of healtt:r faveJs~-tnrot~gh greater I:Jllderstcmding of the relationships -betwee 

bi.crso:ciacmtur~l:~het:lomena and-health, and through the changing_ of heaU 

ilehcwil~:ur in dif€Ctians· 'be_tieV:eG- to-:proOmore better hea!tP.1'5~ 

ll-is clear, if we-choose "iUness.,. .as our unit, we end up with a cripple 

medicaLanthropoJogy, unable to rl.ea1 with the· most important health probl-em 

in the world tcrday. If we want this science to serve the people of the thir: 

world, thel"l malada, chol.era, small pox, tuberculosis and other mass killer 

and crippters sheuid be giv-en priority 16. 

The ethonomedicine and biomedicine show that both approache: 

sufferfrom serious weaknesses. On the theoretical level, the ground for thei 

weakness can be found in· the conceptions of illness and disease. Wher 

ethonomedicine defines, illness as an entirely cultural or subjective- and idea 

category, it en.ds up studyin-g peripheral and picturesque probl-ems, while thE 

-serious- health problems affecting the peoples of the third world fall outside its 

scope of interest. If we want to evolve a sound- conception of disease, and i· 

we want to avoi:a faiHng into the ethonomed1caJ trap, we have to take intc 

accountthat disease is not only a subjective or cultural category, but also an 

15. Faster and Anderson, n.3, p.10 
1-6. Djurfeldt & Lindberg, n.1, .p.21 
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objective physiological reality. On the other hand, in defining disease as an 

entirely- objective or physiological category, biomedicine denies the fact that 

which form the ration:a1e for tl"le ethnomedica~ tradition, namely that disease is 

also a subject or culturai category, and that :diseases are influenced by life 

situations that -transcend the direct impact pi physio.chemical= forces. A sound 

definition of-disease must recognizeihe dual character of health as a natural 

Teality that-is SOcially definec:fL7. 

T--he -practtce and tl:'le~trends found in the- -medical anthropology ia the 

third world'CiltJfl1ries ifl general-and in India in particular has been influenced 

greatly by the western theories and id_eas. BB'cat:Jse ut Jt+1s Fabrega defined 

that medical- anthropology is- a discipline, which is meant solely for 

understanding the_ health probiems in the dev-eloping countries. Because of 

this the dominant trend tound in India among the medical anthropologists 

either in the category of ethnomedical studies or biomedical studies. There is 

a serious -Jacking for combini-ng this two dim:ensions for a hoUstic 

understanding of health probl€ms found among the de_prived sections in the 

society. If medical anthropology bein~ a -branch of science, h-ow can it be only 

practice without addre.ssing the heaLth problems which is· a part of overall 

problems of humanity af this group. 

This trend has been examined in the next chapter and in subsequent 

chapters by exami-ning tt:le place and relevanc.e of medical anthropology in 

public heal-th.andg-mwth of medic-al anthropolo-gy in India 

17. Djurieldt & Lir:~dberg, n.1, pp. 25:26 
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CHAPTER- Ill 

RELEVANCE -oF MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY TO PUBU,C
HS\LT-H 



The prevention of illness and the containment of disease are part of 

eV-ery medical system. But much more is invol-ved than questions of sanitation 

and privat-e and public cleanliness and robustness. For notions of contagion 

are bound~up with religion and world view and wit-h perceptions of the powers 

and intentions of one's neighbours and friends, not to mention the strangers. 

Thocrglrintoot may not be subject to- contn~l or change, bel=laviour to som:e_ 

,extent is, -and therefore, -tt:Te meaical system, €specially with regard to 

-cor:ttaglon- mld sanitation, is, directly -hooked- into local systems uf social 

organizatioR and social cor:~treL In the ultimat-e s-ense, pubJJc heaJth as a 

separate -fiefti_ of study and practice is in fact the attempt by a soci-ety to 

control the~behaviour of its members_ for what the reigning groups am:LbeHef 

systems define- as the welfare of the community as a whole. In pre-industrial 

societies this usu-ally includes also the control , or at least the effort to 

influence, the spiritual and cosmic forces that may attack the health and well 

b-eing of _an~{ mortal-. 

In some instances these societies evolve pragmatic means of 

sanitation that. wtiatever the intended religious or magical purpose, may in 

fact function -to protect health and ward off disease. That is, through a Long 

process of trial and error a society learns to_ invent at least some me-a"ures 

that will aid 1ts _quest for tleaith and freedom from sickness. But, empirical 

dev_ic-es are not to be fully depended upon and appeal to spiritual beings must 

also be eJfe-Cted through ritual, pr::escribed ways of behaving and not 

behaving. and the uses of fetishes, amulets and talismans to ward off all 

forms of evil that may bring dise.ase or other misfortune (Sigerist, 1 951) 1. 

1. David Landy, "Pootic Health & Preventive Medicine in D. La-ndy ed., Cutture, Health And 
Disease: Studies in Medical Antf:lropoloey, (NewYork,1977), p.231. 



In large part, the practice oi public -t:leaah was always governed -by 

legislation, first by the pubJic health acts, and after 1946 by the NHS act. ln 

fact, puelic health :as a form of state r-egulati-on has a remarkably long h:istory. 

Cipolla has described the efforts of the s-eventeenth century Ita-lian city states 

to control the spread -of plague, and Hosen, the operations of the medical 

police in United Kingdom-dtJfing_the eight-eoothcentury. During_ the-nineteenth 

-cen"tt!ry, industrialization and rapJd trr=banizatinn made- mor.:e exte-nsive and 

more- formal protectioo- of the commtmrry necess.acy. State inteJV-entton went 

farthest in matte~s of heaftb poficy, 1~¥ because- ofttle tf;l.r-eat of diseases, 

such -a& cholera and small-pox ~posed io the whole community~ 1ndee-cf 

vaccinatioA- against smaU-pox wa:S th-e on~y- measure that the central 

government made 1he obligatory re:sponsibfJity of the focal -authorities. T-he 

central board of health , set up in 1848, was abandoned in 1B54 and its 

responsibilities transferred to the __privy counal and later again to th-e local 

gover:nmen-t boar-d. Despite tl:re recommendation of the sanitary commission 

of 18"69 in fav.our of a ministry of hea1th, none was set up until 191"9. P-rimary 

responsibility for health initiatives rested at the local level, where the pubJic · 

health act 1872 made th-e appointment of anMOH obli-gatory-for local sanitary 

authorities in England and Wales, and the ioca1 government A-Gt 188"8 

permitted the new country councils to do IJ-kawjse (they were not-compelled to 

do so until 1909). MOHs wer--e charged with-enforcing the public h'ealth acts in 

their communities, for inspecting foo-d, sanltatiof--1, housing and for pubHs-t:ling 

an annual report on their activiti'es and the state of the public health in their 

commuRities. WinsiGw, tbe early twentieth century American autherity on 

public health, identified three phases in the dev-elopment of public ·health: the 

first from 1840 to 1890, was characterize.d by environ-mental sanitation; the 

second, from 1890 to 1910, by deve-lopmer:~t in bacterioiogy, resulting in an 

emphasis on isolation and disinf-ection, ar:~Gl th-e_ thirofi, beginning ar:ound 1910, 

by an emphasis on education and :per=soGmal -tvy.g_i~ene, often T€1:-er-r:ecl to as 
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personal prevention. This chronology is broadly congruent with deve-lopments 

in Britain2. 

For nearly fi-fty _years internationaf. public .health programmes and their 

medical specialists operated largely on the assumption that better he_alth 

depended on the design and -execution of sci-entiJk:ally sound programmes, in 
I 

whichtbe p·eopf'e toile benefited w-ould""'be enthus1astic participant-s, In t91B; 

after baving demonstrated- in tbe soutbem United Sates how- hookworm could 

be COIItmfl-ed and I=Jftimately :eJimlnate~ the Rockteller Foundation tumed-trr 

Ceyfor:~e for a massiv-e demonstration othow disease control methods could 

2. J. lew-is, "What Pr:ice Community Medl-cirre ? The Philosophy. Practice and Polcies of 
Pub-lic Heatth S-ince H}1_g•, (Sussex, 1986), pp4-5 
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be applied in other -PfUts of the wortd. The technical part of the programmes 

appears to have been sound: a census, sanitary surveys to locate sources of 

infection, microscopic examination of te-ces--and-b1ood samples of everyone in 

the trial area, treatment of the infected persons, and latrine installation 

campaigns. But six years later, when the-programme was- brought to an end, 

hookworm was sti-ll widespread~ and-even today it is endemi.c. fn 1942, when 

the institl.!te of inter -American affairs:_ (a -for~ronner-" of the- a_gency of 

international development) -be_gan public- healtfl- prog:ammes -in cooperation 

with Latir:r American governments;_ the same ~rism- prevailed. Better 

health for Latin Americans, it was ~assu-med, woofdd~esr.tlt from tbe -adoption- of

U.S. pra-ctices, .especially the dlchtomy -between clinical, curative-, _private 

sector medicine, and preventiVe, public health:andpubJic sector medicine . 

. 
With the post World War II establishment of the World Heal-th 

Organization and the development ut a vast inter-national 1:1-ealth bur-eaucracy 

des-igned to brrng modern medicine to all ottt-:leworld's countries3. 

The corpus of data on primitive and peasant medical beliefs and 

practices that had been §athered by cuJtur~ al'l1hfop:ol~ists in earlier yea-rs, 

their information on cultural values an.d soci:al fmms, and thei-r koow-1-edge 

about the dynamics of social stability and change provided the n-ee:ded key to 

many of the pml:>lems encounter-ed in those early public health programmes. 

Anthropologists were in a position to explain to health personnel: how 

traditional beliefs and-practices conflicted with westem medical assumpt~ons, 

how social factors influenced health care decisions, and how health and 

3. Foster and Anderson, "Medical Anthropology•, (New York, 1978), pp. 224-225 
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disease are simply aspects of total culture patterns, which change only in the 

company of broader and more comprehensive socio-cultural changes. 

-Beginnir:~g in the early 1950s, anthropologists- wer-e able to 

demonstrate- the practical utility of their k-nowtedge- (and of their research 

methods) to international public health persormel, many- of wtlom wetcomed 

anthropologists witl'l o_pen~arms. Anthropology providedinsighti:nto why many 

programmes were less successful than ha-d _be-en hopEd, and in some 

-instan-ces, anfhropelogists_ were able- 1o suggest -ways to: improve 

programmes4~ 

Hughes, in his -essay (1963) "Publ1c health in non-fiter-atE societi,es", 

makes a signal contribution to this area of study -by drawing the topks of 

public health and preventiv-e medicine into th.e purview of a-nthropology. 

Hughes finds that i-n a basic sense all health is public, that is, that no person 

is e-v.er Jsolate-d· completely ·from society so that his_ health neressarily is a 

cause of concern to others, and each ai-ling person, no matter how rar-e his 

disease, is a member of a class of persons suffering fr-om the same disability. 

His review of cross-cultural dat-a impels (Hugh-es, 1963:166-17 4) to make four 

generalizations. 

1. In any society , pr-actices relevant to public health are generally neither 

wholly "magical" nor wholly "empirical" or "scientLfi.c", they are a mixture of 

both orientations:, and often may simply be habituaL .. 

4. Ibid., pp.?-8 
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2. The relations between the state of public health of- any group and its way of 

Ufe are reciprocal... 

3. In primitive societies the health is a continual and encompassing concern 

of the entire group, wb.ich recognizes few bounds in protecting itself from 

disease or the threat of disease ... _ 

4. Peopte•s heaJtfl is a function of totaf life snuation. 

Hughes bel:ieves that. tbe- behaviours of pr:e-industrial societies tbat 

have-a direct .beafing on tae- :health a1 the. community may be- subsumed· 

under .the follow~ag categories: magico-felk.}jous prev.entLen, empirica! 

preventio.n, personal tly.giene, .clothing" and- adornment, physical culture, 

cosmeti-c and nutritionat pradicesi occupational health, housing and 

settlement patterns, handling of contagion and other health relevant 

practices. These propositions ar:e profusely illustrated with ethnographic 

data5. 

In the paper of .,The role of Beliefs and Customs in Sanitation 

Programme .. , PauUndi:cates that public health work-ers in this case sanitation 

cengineers, must .. case .. the culture of the community with which they intend to 

deal. As in the assessment of Paul's theoretical contributions of medical 

anthropology, he treats culture as a system of interlinked beliefs and 

customs. Introducing sanitation programmes is an exercise in culture change, 

and Paul shows -why the health worker must identify and understand the 

l-inkages of that sector of a. culture" he or she wishes. to change instead of 

5. Landy, n.1, pp. 23t-232 
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simply presuming that the people should be abfe to grasp the rationality of the 

beliefs and practices being introduced. As Paul says in his case book of 

public reaction to health programs (1975}: 

"If you wish to heJp a community improv~ its health, you must team to 

-tt:"Jink ;Uke the-people .ol that commtJnity. Before asldog- a grou-p of people to 

assume rrewilealth habits, it is wisB to ascertain the existing habits, how 

these_ habits ar:e Un:Ked to ooe another, what fblnetior:~s they p_erform and wllat 

theymearrto tflose-who,practice them.11
-

PoJgar ('f963J describes four fallades that community afflkt public 

health programs: 

(1) The fallacy of the empty vessels ( the subj-ect populations do not -have 

established hea1th cust-oms- and are empty vessels waiting to be filled with 

w-hatever heaUh programme is being advoc-ated. 

(2) The fallacy of the separate capsule (health- beliefs and practices comprise 

a bounded, separate capsu1:e of behaviour and cGgn~tion apart from the 
. 

remainder of culture). 

(_3) The fallacy of the single pyramid (the communication structure of a society 

is organized with the social units as a single pyramid so that information and 

bahaviours poured in at1he top will trickle down to aiUevels). 

(4) The fallacy of the interchangeable faces (all clients are alike). 

All of these errors deri-ve from a lack of understanding of the -nature of cultur_e

and social organization and their involvement in publ-ic health practices. 

Incidentally~ th·e high valuation placed on health not only shared by the 

members d another society but may -not be share-d by members of the health 

worker's of own society, eitber. Here Polgar differs a hit from Paul's statement 

in this study: 
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• An engineer can construct health facilities in his home area withou 

worrying -too much _about the cultural characteristics of the people who wil 

use the facilities". Members of ol.lr own society still place the pleasures o 

smoking, eating, easy living and many other practices far above .thei· 

valuation of health. The biilions of dollars spent on advertising demonstratE 

that most Am-eriean:s hmte· to be.. persuaded to be concerne_d. about thej1 

h:ealth (or nave-their amci.ety~LeV€1 neediessfy-r:aised over -wt:lat .may· not r:-eall) 

be-.a criti<cal health preb!em· at atl):6: 

Heyneman· (1B71} expla~rred that ln northern Malaya house sprayin~ 

larg_ely eUminated the indigenous vector mosquito that Uved .in hous-es, o~ 

waUs and in thatched roots. This opened the way for forest dwelling speci-es 

of Anopheles to move in on a new human source of blood, feedjng on peopl€ 

without alighting on walls, and then returning to the jungle, where no spray 

-could reach them. New- out-breaks of malaria from aA uAcontmllable· haven of 

infection was· tne resuft. Attempts to. persuade desert dwelling villagers to 

construct sanitary Jatr:ines.l:lave been known to bacld1re. 

Foster (1962~ expJaif-led that in Iran, in the early 1950s, -American 

public h:ealth consultants· insisted, in the face of visible evidence to the 

contrary, that defecatjon in the open air would produce flies. In fact. the dry 

atmosphere quickLy dries the fecal matter and flies do not breed. The 

advisers, however insisted that latrines must be built which, when installed ·in 

numbers -and properly maintained .become only breeders. 

Kelly (1959~ explained that in 1~959 a yeUow Cuban maize was 

intoduced into the eastern low lands of Bolivia. This maize, nutritionally 

sperior 

6. Benjamin D. Paul, "The Rote of Beliefs and Customs in Sanitation Pr:ogrammes", D .. 
Landy, eds. Culture, Disease and Healing: Studies in Medical Anthropology, (New York, 
1977) 1 pp233-234 
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to the indigenous variety, seemed to be an excellent dev-ice to improve the 

diet of both humans and animals. Unfortunately, its hardness, desirable from 

the stand point of storage, made it difficult to grind, and the people were 

uBwimng: to take- the time to hauf it to commercial mms in towns. The maize, 

however, makes- excellent alcohol in home stills. so that a seemingly 

-desirabJ-e:-irmovation promoted afcohoJism instead-of bett-er ootriti-on. 

ln f{yuk}'u isf:ands; Trachoma, an infectious disease that leads to 

-bf-i:mda-ess, -is:- caused-by a-v.ifus thought to_-spr-ead from person to person ~y 

direct contact or -indirectly by water; towe1s or clothing. With good 

emriromnentaf _sanitation and pure water, trachoma prevalence is low or· 

absent This is true in th-e Ryukyus in areas with pure water and good 

environmental sanitation. But incidences run as high as 40 percent where 

these conditions do not _pFevail. Sca-rcity of water, particularly, and the 

subsequent use -of a single bowl for washing by a number of people- rs an 

ea-sy way in which tbe virus is passed on. In an effort to control trachoma-, 

school children in water abundant areas are required to wash their hands and 

faces before being allowed -to eat. But, since the schools lack funds for 

indiv-i-dual paper towels, hand kerchiefs are pressed into service, a single one 

is us-ed by as many as ten children to dry their hands and faces. Thus it is 

alm:ost c-ertain that trachoma is transmitted from child to child in this manner 

(M-arshall 1972). 

Another ecological topic and heaith problem is that the impli:cation of 

increased stress that often characterizes people who are also undergoing 

ra-pid urbanization, in cultures as different as the Zulu Scotch(1963) and 

western north carolina (Tryoler and Cassel 19&4), it has been found to be 

associated with ~r:tcreased -hypertension -and/or cor.o_nary disease. The 

-epid.emiolog.y oJ psychGlogical disorders in situations oJ r-apid charrge- also 
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merits discussron, a good deal of evidence indicates that an increase in such 

disorders is the consequence of stressful living conditions {e.g. Hughes and 

Hunter 1-970) 7. 

Cassef, a public health physician and epidemiologist exhibits a fine 

appreciation for the contributions to be made-by.-social science cknowledge to 

public health problems and by tbe use of sod at--scientists on teams--<:ieallng 

with_ the probiems and attempting to introduce cultural choo_ges. This -Stud¥ 

illustrates, throu9b~-a.descriptive analysis ot a progmrnmeior ,chcm.ginft health 

practices among Zulu peoples in zouth Africa. This stmiy· is- corrceined only 

with food.but similar experiences- ha;ve been fouRd in attempting to change 

other categories of cultural practices and va!ues wilhout in any way 

underestimating the factor of poverty in the malnutrition and undernutrition of 

the Bantu people, it is nevertheless clear that ingrained food customs as well 

as many other attitudes tightly wrapped in deeply- held b:etiefs; some ancient 

and .some- only thought by the people to be of long: tradition,_ obtruded in the 

path ef healthful nutrition. The success of the pr-ogramme ultimately is

reflected in the changes that took place after a dozen of years in infant 

mortality and the near disappearance o.f peUagra and kwashjorkorB. 

In Khare's study "The Ritual purity and- Polluti.o.n rn Relation to 

Domestic Sanitation", he explained abot-Jt an antbropologica1 inqu1ry on 

domestic sanitation. T-he relation between the concepts and practices of ritua~ 

purity and thos_e of a pragmatically hygienic-:nature are not always cJear:l.y 

7. Foster & Anderson, n.3, pp. 30-31 
8. John Cassel, "Social & Cultural Implication of Food & Food Habits", D. Landy, Ed. Culture. 
Disease & Healing: Studies in Medical Anthropology, (New York, 1977), pp. 236-237 
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speiled out irl ethAographies or in studies of religions. Theetogicians not only 

infrequently attempt to prove that the original purpose of- many ritual practices 

and taboos was actually health directed, often thousands- of years after such 

concepts tir:st appeared. 1n many anthropologica1 accounts, moreover, little 

effort may be made to link the two, in either an emic or etic sense. Tfiis study 

strives to do Just that, drawing upon the- data otthe complex religious -system 

of Hinduism ~in a. northern lndian village. 

Khare expiainefi-an aflthrepological in~i:cy- on domestic sanitatioo~ Her 

says thatwher:eas the- extermination of the sources of disease-- g_efms-, and 

insect pests -may be- uppermost Ofl tfre :agenda of public health experts; they 

are not part of the-villager's notion of cleanHness. Nevertheless, althougtr in 

some instances practices of ritual purification are irrelevant to health, and 

some practices of cleanHness are, in some instances, irrelevant to ritual 

purification, there are many instances and areas_ where they overlap, and as 

Khare shows, -promote and reinforce each other. Even practices th-at are 

presumably secular -and with- a specifically hygienic intent may in time 

became ritualized. Khare shows that ~poffution varies- by gr:adation in different 

s-ectors of life and of the domestic household, and that the same act or object 

may be variously polluting_ depending- upon circumstances, actors and so on. 

Thus, the system differently affects members of the several castes, with a 

claim of greater purity as one ascends the caste ladder though not in a-single 

fashion. Finally Khare discusses some of the changes taking plac-e under 

"modernization" and presents a three stage model of modificati-ons occmring 

in practices and ideas relating to ritual purity and pollution, both in terms of 

modernization and sanskritization. Khare urges public health work-ers to 

attempt to keep this process in mind when institutionatly chang€s ir:r ooal1h 

and sanitation polides and behaviours. As he points out in a concttJdin-g 
" 

passage, not inelude.d in -this abridgment, both the puolic health sy.stem and 
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the traditional one of ritual purity promote health and have several points of 

overlap and potential linkage or transference, and the public health worker 

~ao utinze this knowledge to increase commun~cation, efficiency and 

understanding~ between himself and the villager9. 

1-n 1956, when the gmternment of:~ndia wanted to -introduce sanitary 

latrines as a::part ~of -the:- community develepmeflt :J3r:<>gramme in the" villages

tor impr'Gvement of the--€flvironmental conditions through the Research Cum 

Action (RCA}- .appr-aach, the- antt:lropolagists- -were invited~ -aleng with other 

social scieatists to: suggest ways and, means for implementing the 

_programm_es. 1-n fact, Foster suggests that instead- of imparting_ health 

education to -educate the villagers for adopting sanitary ·latrines in their 

houses, it is~ desirable to understand total life process of the villagers at their 

customs and practices regarding their _behaviour in the open air deficac)t. 

In another instanc--e, when WHO was involved for eradication of 

smaUpox from India in the early seventies, it was realized by the programme 

executives that -non~acceptance of th:e smallpox vaccination by the villagers, 

when the small pox was there in the village, because as per the cultural and 

customary practices the villagers do not want to annoy "SitalaMata". 

However, it has been scientifically proved that the vaccine is effective dur~ng 

t-he time of -epidemic. This was brought to the tmderstanding when the 

_anthropologists were involved in the small pox pro-gramme to understand the 

118italaMata" issoe:ro. 

9. R. S. Khare, "Ritual Pufity & Pollution To Domestic Sanitation", ed., D. Landy, Culture. 
Disease & Healing: Studies il"l Medica1 Anthropology, (New York, 1977), pp. 242-243 
10. R-. N. Basu, "Smallpox in India", Government of l~dia, 1975 
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So, above studies have done by tbe medicaf anthropologists and they 

_showed that how these studies are relevant to public health programmes. 

Landy said that in whatever segment of cu1ture certain measures may result 

in the improvement- of health and avoidance or control of disease. These 

should be included as parts of the system of public health and preventive_ 

medicine~ and-therefore, a part :of the medical- systeml1. 

Sigerist the med'rcat-historian stated that every cuiture_ of human being 

has .developed a-sy.stem of-medicine and-medica! history is, but -one aspect of

the history of culttJr-e: Tha scope of medicine is broaden considerably during 

the recent years. The- real4zation has dawned that illness rs to a large extent 

due to the_ interaction of men with physical, biological and social environment. 

The_ community health seeks to bring together all the available health services 

within the reach of the people, and also prepare the people who need this 

s~ervices, receptive to these services: this is known as "social engineering", 

which- has been generated from anthropology._ S-o, medical anthropology is 

nothing but the core science of modern community health or "NEW PUBLIC 

HEALTH"12. 

1Llaody, n.1-, p.-232 
12. J. E. PaFk, "Social & Preventive Medicine", {Jabalpur, 1974), p. 6 & 13 
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CHAP-TER- IX/ 

-GROWTH OF MEOJCAL ANTHROPOLO:&Y JN INDLA\ 
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Unlike pre-eminent concems of colonial anthropology to provide a data 

base for perpetuating colonial subjugation as also to provide an ideological 

rationale for a sinister dehumaniz1ng colonial system under a humanitarian 

garb, post-colonial anthropolqgists at least rn 1be third world, can -no longer 

afford to ignore the vital issues of perpetual poverty, accentuation ot 

inequalities, denial of ind1vfd.ual: ar:1d s-ecio-poJitical freedom, systematic 

d_egradation .oJ world's nataral- 9COS¥'st-em, and --deteriorating levels -ef quality

of life and :ensumg _ _poor state of:psychologlcal and ~biofQgical healfh tor the. 

bulk of humanity inhabitin:g.1t:Ia-:eo:tmtf:¥. :Continued 'failtJr.-e to do so will eniy 

add to the exploitation dyRamics in an unjust social orcfer1. 

A continuous debate- is developing over the nature and function ot 

"Anthropological'' research in the f-ormer colonial societies and the extent of 

collaboration between anthropologists and. colonial administrators. On the 

one hand, anthropology has been l.evelled as a ch-ild _of imperialism, while on 

the other it-has been stated thatantf:lropology is not "a bastard of imp:erialism 

but the legitimate ch-ild of enfightenment", a tuiJ-fledged discipline which has 

developed its_ own autonomy and is now an art and a science2. 

The collection of data at gra-ss root l-evel resulted in a radical 

orientation of politics. Certai-n ideologi-cal treAds in an-thropolo-gy supported 

anti-colonial movements. Ant-hropology also stresses the roJe and function of 

1 K. S. Singh, & Kalia, eds., Anthropology in Nation-Building, (New Delhi, 1982), p. :2.. • 
2. S. K. Sahu, "research In MedicatAntbmpelo.gy : Issues & Altematives", Man and. Ute, 
Vol.13, 1989, p.1 
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ethnicity and diversity in the formation of a nation state. In India, most of_ 

those trends could be witnessed. It was not the anthropologists but the 

colonial activist, who pJayed1he key role in making use of tt:le anthropo1ogy in 

various fields of sociaJ developments, in which health is one of them3. 

A -gr-eat deal tt-lat 'is happ_enTng in:, world anthropolo.gy 1oday- is 

intell-ectua1Jy_ exciting, but this excit-ement does not extend- .beyond a select 

band of -the proactitione[s at the discipi4Ae. -it Jea\les- the- socially corrcer:ned 

fntelfectual- cofd, and makes little- sense to ttre common people at large. By 

tradition, anthropology· has seen more at home in the study_ of equilibrium 

systems and stabflity models. This tradition has been turned to medica! 

anthropology, which is a sub-discipline. 

Anthropology confines its concerns to- sma1~ scale -societies and deals 

with them as if they are autonomous systems. As yet it cannot re1ate these 

societies to- global forces and to th-e dial'ectic of power operating in the 

contemporary -world. Despite debate and dissent, the discipline continues to 

maintain, by and large, a value free posture, is u-ncertain about the role of 

anthropologists in society, and is shaky in determining the criteria of the 

relevance -of research. In consequence, its analy:ticar handling of gut issues 

such as poverty, exp1oitation, population growth and health is feeble4. 

3. Ibid~. p.2 
4. S.C. Dube, "Role of Anthropology In Development", Presidential Address to 1-0th 
International Congress, 1978, p.4 



Anthropologists lopsided values of resear-ch result in cultivation of 

conceptual trivia to a neglect of purposive research on th.e vital and iive 

-issues of today. Until recently most of them had a lopsided idea for applied 

anthropology (Medical Anthropology), their principal concer:n was a theory. In 

a genuine1y holistic human study such as anthropology, insights and 

pefspectives~ ir.am the ·third world- c_ould nave considerably -enriched our 

undei'Stancliflg-aod assessmenLof tf'le-human condition. But the -reality is toot, 

anthropologists ofthe third- cWOrld do .not- address themsei-\l-€S to tire problem 

ot people they~ in-a oolist1c ways. 

With this above background, it is necessary to see- tbe expansion and 

growth of medical anthropology as an academic disciprine in different 

universities andn3search institutions since independence. This will provide us 

- an opportunity. to ass.ess the growth and importance of medical anthropology 

in India, as well as how the contribution of this disciplin-e has been utilized in 

various programmes and poHcies in community health in India. 

Growth of Medical Anthropolo-gy In-Academic and Research Institutions: 

Although medica-L anthropology as a spe.cial discipline , emerged i-n 

196Qs, and studies which could be called medically oriented-date back to-the 

first half of thi-s century, in India it picked up momentum in early 1980s. Ten 

yea-rs have elapsed-, but medical anthropology has yet to- achieve a 

respectable place in the group of-special anthropologists6. 

5. Dipankar Gupta; "AQthropologicaf Dimension of Health & Health Practices·, CSM & CH, 
SSS, 1981, p.6 
6. P. C. Josh~ "teaching of Medical Anthropology in Indian Universities", (new Delhi, 1990). 
p.2 
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Ther-e are seventeen univers,ities in India where medical anthropology 

·is taught. Those are7: 

1. Bilaspur University·, Bilaspur 

2 . .Calcutta. University, Calcutta 

3. Dibrugarh University, Dibrugarh 

4~-Delbi· University, Delhi 

5. H~-=N:13.-University, Srinagat (Gafhwal}. 

6. North BengallJAiversity, DafjeeUng 

7~ Poona Univ.ersity, Pune 

S~ Vidy.asagar UniYersiiy; Medinapur 

.9: Gmieut.Universlty, Calfcut 

i o. Utkal.-Universjty, -Bhubaneswar 

"'1 t-.-PuAjabUniversity, Chandigam 

12J.SJ-Calcutta, Calcutta 

t3.Jawahafl:al Nehru University, New Delhi 

14. Mysore_ University, M)'SDJe 

15. N.E.H.U, Shillong 

1-6.Hanc~i University, Ranchi 

17.Central University, Hyderabad 

Teaching of medicaf anthropo.logy first began in Delhi University in 

1982.. But it was an optienal subject. Pu~jab university has a specializatioR in 

medical anthropolo_gy for social anthropology special course. In Delhi and 

Punjab the course is- titled "MedicaJ Anthropology", In NEHU, it is called 

"Culture, Health and Disease" and "Medical Anthrop-olo-gy" in parentheses. In 

JNU centre for Social Medicine and Communit}l-health has a course in M.PhH. 

It bears the title of "Application of Anthropology in Health"a. 

7. Moni- Nag, "lnstitutionai Context of Social Science Research on Health In India", (New 
York, 1991), Population Council, p.1 
8. Joshi, n.6, p.3 
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Institutes of Health Resear£h And Training 

There is also medical anthropology course in the institutiens of health 

research and training. These institutes are: 

r. -All India Jnst1tute of Hygiene-ami Rublic Healttr(ARHPH) 

2. Central Health educatior:t Bareau.-{CHEB) 

3. Ganuhigrarn lnst1tute,_ofBural-Heafth'and Famfly Welfare-(GJHHFW) 

4. tntemational: Institute of PopulatioR-sciences (liPS) 

-5. Natfonallnstitute of Health & Fami~y welfare (NIHFW) 

6. Centre For Development Studies, Trivandrum 

Institutes of Economics. Social and-Management Studies: 

1. Centre For Development Studies (Trivandr:tJm) 

2. Council For Social Development (Delhi) 

3. Gujurat Institute of Ar-ea Planning (Ahemedabad) 

4. Lnstitute of Economi-c Growth (Delhi) 

5. National Council ot-Applie.d Economics (Delhi) 

6. Institute of Management (Ahemedabad and Ban galore) 

7. Administrative Staff College- (Hyderabad) 

8. Centre for Rural Industrial Research (Ghandigarh) 

9. Tata Institute of Social_ sciences (Bombay) 
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Volunt-ary Organizations 

1. Famity Planning Association of India (Bombay) 

2. Foundation For Researmln Community Health (Bombay) 

3-. Child In Need Institution {Calcutta) 

4~ Voluntary- Heaftfl AssaGiation: of India- (VHAfl 

:5. National Tuber-cute_sis -Institute- (Bcm_ga~Ofe) 

6. Voluntary Heaffh:Se:rvjc-e-(Myar. Madr~) 

7. Gandhi Leprosy Fotttldaior:r of f:ndia (G.lF) {War-dba} 

Social Market1qg Agencies 

1. Operations Research Group (ORG) 

2. Indian Market~ng Resea[ct:J Bureau (IMRB) 

3. Manag_ement And Research Group (MARGJ 

4. Management of Deve~pment and Education (MODE)g 

This above growth and expansion of medical anthropology as an 

academic discipline has suffered from various limitations, because of its 

narrow conceptualization and practi-ce. The main text books available to the 

Indian students are- mostly western -oriented, which has n-ot addressed holistic 

issues of man and. its environment and his various problems. Many scholars 

have raised-various limitations from time to time in the following studies. 

9. Nag, n. 7,_ pp.2-3 



Anthropology as a science of man can help in the management of 

health and hygienemainJy in four areas by way of : 

(a}-_p.rovidingAnformation on the concept ·oftlea:ltt:l, 'hY-giene, .medicine, cure 

and so on to the-health managers and planners; 

(bYPG>Ucy-formulation witflregard to heatih ancthygierre; 

(c)~Actian~ medaUties~ and lin ally, 

~ f~ing- and evaltJati-on of specific. pr..ogrammes from h·oust~:c- cutu.raJ

e.catqgicaJ pErspective- in terms, of -short term and toog term impact 

as:sessment_1-o. 

As a sub-discipline of anthropology, medical anthr:opology has grown 

in India very recently: Though the term medical anthropology was first used in 

India itself, it cGuld not b:e pursued systematically in this country. At present, 

we appearto have a modest data base in the form of -ethnographic notes with 

medical anthropological conter:1ts but a systematic appraisal of what should . 
be done- .and· how it shou~d .be done has yet to be established. Indian wnrk 

further -sugg.ests that our studies are heavily intJ-uenced by the ideas and 

approaches dev-eloped in the western wor-ld. As a result, the contribution of 

Indian medical anthropology is being increasingly g:etting limited and suffers 

from wider .application in-lndiaf'"l situations 11. 

1Q. K. G. Gurumurthy, "Anthropelogy And Management of ·Health And hygiene.:. An indian 
case Stt~dy", P.C. Joshi & Anil Mahajan, eds. Stusies ln Medical Anthropology, (New Delhi, 
199.0), p.23 
1 L P.G. Joshi, -•Medical Anthropology: An Ov.erview", P.C. Joshi & Ant~ Mahajan, eds. 
Studies In Medical Ar:rtl-lropoloqy, (New Delhi, 1990), p.8 
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The intellectual roots of -contemporary medical anthropology as a 

socia1 science sub-discipfine can be legitimately linked to post-renaissance 

development of human :knowledge characterized -by analytical separ-ation ot 

mind from the matter. The ensuing -coercive reifi.c separation of 

anthropological phenomena into -biole£JY, _psychology and. cultw;a for the 

-coovenience -Of institutiorrariZBd academic specializations and- ideGJ~cal 

correlates. of such -separation have tended to .praduce fragmentaJ:y and 

distor:ted academic~images-of~tRe-humar:r realm. r 

Purpoiting ta deat-wUh socio-cultural aspects of health, iHness and 

curative systems in human societies cross-culturajiy in general, and-cognitive

cultural, st-ructural-institutional and. behavioural correlates of medical systems 

in particu-lar, the theoretico-methodolog1cal orientation of medical 

anthropology seem to have been uncritically borrowed fmm dominant trends 

in mainstream academic anthropology. As a conse~uence, we -witness 

{i)- culture-trait, (ii) functional, (iii) symbolic, (iv) semantic and {v) processual 

approaches in medical anthropolog_ical researches in various phases of its 

development. 

True to the mainstream trends in academic anthropology:, medkai 

anthropology has never tried to measure the relevance, validity and adequacy 

of ~ts perspectives and analytical modes in relation to the needs of 

l:Jnderprivileged people who prov-ide the data base for its hedonistic acaeemic 

pursuits. At applied level, macro-institutional and bureaucratic needs appear 

to have dominated anthropological concerns, viz- application of 

anthropological information and knowledge for effective management and 

dispensing. of medical care by a predominantly western institutional curativ_e 
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system. Even these, in its studies ol social system of curative institutional 

domains and the ethonomedical pluralism, it has never felt the urge to explore 

the interest norm configuration, ecological nexus and the issues of temporal 

sustainability l relevance of these- systems as part of overall development 

processes. Of late, at an academic level, the researches seem to be aimed at 

attaining:anal-ytical sophistication in th-e ethno-semantic and micro-processual 

descriptior:ls-of:health, iflness, disease and c_ure, which seems to be_ -emerging 

as an--end in itse1f1:2. 

Medica1 anthropology as a specialized domain of anthropofogical 

research -enjoys the distinctio:1 of being a post-cofoniaL development. The 

crystatlization of this subfield of anthropology i,s a consequence of practice of 

social anthropology in medkal systems. In contrast to our heafth related 

sciences obsessed with their ethnocentric scientisms, medical anthropology 

specificaUy focuses upon peoptes point of view in medicine, ie. socio-cultural 

cofltexts of medica~ systems. 

In vjew of such structural- advantages, medkal anthr-opologists are n:ot 

only emerging to be quite successful in promoting their professional interests 

but also to uphold their claims as radical champions of people's perspectives 

by way of identifying and focussing upon their felt needs. As_ a consequence, 

services of trained medical anthropologists are increasingly being considered 

essential to an effective management of health care delivery systems in 

developed as well as developing countries. 

12. Anil Mahajan, "Medical Anthropology & The Third World Development Needs: Symbiosis 
or Disarticulated ? • in P.C.Joshi & A. Mahajan,eds., Studies in Medical Anthropology, (new 
Delhi, 1990), pp44-45 
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As a consequence, in spite of general abandonment of modernization 

theories in other social sciences, by vlrtue of successful institutional 

integration of professional anthropelogica1 interests with those of imported 

western institutions of health care systems, social antflropology of medicine, 

ie. medical- anthropol-ogy, appears to have found it convernent to perpetuate 

neo-modemircttion"ax-ioms rrr 1ts.Jheoriescas well as- pmctice:l~a~ 

_ tt is necessary for antbropologicat studies~ on~ nealtt"iieJd -in-India to 
-

take a holiStic view-ef all the cuJturat dimensions :that are related to the health 
-

and health- servj-ces ofa- community and -to relate s-uch a hoJiStic .perspective 

t-0 tha overaU culture of tile community. For developing_ such a holistic view it 

is necessary to consider simultaneously the various cultural factors which 

generate certain -health pr:oblems in a community, the cultural perception and 

cultural meanin~ of various heaith problems encountered by the community 

and the various institutions that the community has either as a diffusion of an 

innovation from outside or as an intriflsic innovation by fh·e community. 

ll may be observed that al~ these aspects related to health probl-ems 

and ·health pract-ices can be- studied on1y in the context of tf:le overall culture 

of the community. This composite of {a) cultural perception and cultural 

meaning of health pro:blems, (b) the various cultural devices that are available 

and accessible to members of a community for dealir~g. with health problems, 

and (c) the consequent behaviour of the community in response to these 

health -problems which is generated as a result of interaction of cultural 

perceptions and cultura~ meanings of health problems. The cultural devices 

for dealing with them has been defined by Debabar Banerji as health 

cuUure14. 

13. Ibid., p.46 
1-4. S. K Sabu, •Aea-rtl'l Cutture -tn tr.ansition: A- case Stt:tdy of Oraon tribe In Hural.mld 
Industrial Nems*, -(N:ew-Delbi, 1'99-1 ), p~ 1:0 
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The holistic ·concept of health cu~ture provides a valuable framework 

for analysing the work of anthropologists in health fields. There are many 

anthropological studies wbich have taken a comprehensi'le, holistic approach 

which is embodied in the concept of health cul-ture. ln analysing -the 

anthropological stt;~dies kl the~ field of health jfl 1ndia, -it is possible- to divide 

"them, into va-rious categQries. 

-Some: anthropologists nave coinB.d"1ha tenn etMnonTedicine to describe 

the concept of disease and health-in ethnic groups. Studies of anthropologists 
-

like S.C. Roy, -D.N. Majumdar, N.K. Bose, P.O. Sodding, LP. Vidyarthi, B.K. 

Roy-Surman, Verrier Bwin, P. Chandra, -M.G. Danne1y, C: Gopalan, M.N. 

Das, S.C. Sinha and P. K Bhowmik are examples of observations in the field 

of ethnomedidne, covering tribal communitjes, like santahl, saara, Juang, 

Naga, Oraon, Ho, Dubla and- Toda A positive feature of ethnomedicine is in 

the context of -ethnography-. 

Anthropologists also studied certain specific health issues,_ such as 

family-planning-, diet an-d nutrition, communicable disease like yaws. cholera 

and smallpox. Studies of Verri-er Elwin, S.K. Hoy-Burman, U.S. Saxena and 

S.G. Prasad are relevant in this context. Some others haye studied various 

heaHh programmes in the tribal areas. H.S. Dhillen and S. B. Kar have 

reported on the response of- Santal tribe to DDT spraying :during the malaria 

control I eradication programme. B.N. Sahay ltas_reported or:t the working of a 

primary health centre among the Khadias and the Sirhors in Bihar15. 

15.1bid., pp. 11-12 



Basu studied traditional medicine and health care among the tribal 

groups of Bastar district of Madhya Pradesh and Phulbani district of Ori-ssa. 

He says traditional mecftcine centres on two traditional systems of-medicine, 

(a) Uttle traditional medicine, that is folk systems of medicine and (b) Great 

traditianatmediclne - Ayurveda, Unant:, Sidha, Homeopath¥, Nature Cure and 

Yoga The practice field of this medicine is midwifery-, boAesetting, 

supernatural cmes of various- types wi-th main -emphasis- on: utilizing natur-at 

her-bs, -r:oots-, plants -.and-other -naturai -thin~s:-in-a -gi~-en -ecosystem 16. 

Chaudhuri (1 967) studied the Munda tribe-, and noted that there is a 

great importance to understand and identify the cause of illness as the nature 

of treatm-ent is intimately connected with the cause identified17. 

Carstarrs, pointed out that the differences between the poir:~ts of v-iew 

of the physician and the village folk with regard to theories of etiology, 

techniques of curing_ and conceptions of the roles of physicians resulted in 

misunderstandings between himseJf, a physician and- his clients (1-9.55). 
-

Marriot has shown how contrast and conflicts between the roles assumed by 

the indigenous and the western medical practitioners resulted in obstacles to 

the acceptability of western medicine (1955). He came to the conclusion that 

modern medicine will hav-e to "divest" itself of certain western culturat 

accretions- and clothe itself in the social homespun of the Indian village 18. 

16. Salil Basu, • Traditional Medicine And Health care Among The Tribal Groups oi Bastar 
District (M:P) & Phulbani District (Orissa)", NIHFW, {New Delhi, 1987), p.78 
17. B. Choudhuri, "Medical Anthropology In India With Special reference To tr-ibal Population", 
1;3. C~audhuri, eds. "Tribal Health: Socio-Cultural dimensions", (New Delhi, 1985), p.6 
18. Ibid., p.8 



The area covered by medical anthropology goes much beyond 

ethnomedicine to cover also various health issues that are related to peasant 

societies. Leslie's -studies on the practice -of Ayurveda in India iorm a part of 

medicaL anthropoJogy. Background documents on medical antt"lropology for 

the-tenth intemationat conference on Anthropology and EthRological Sciences 

hetdo in-New- Delhkin December 1-978, pr:ovide a vi:v~d pictur:e of the state of 

knowledge-in the field: of medical anthropology_: today1:9. 

Sahu, studied the- heaUt:r cultur-e of the oraon tribe- in rural .and 

industrial nexus- of &Jndergarh distrkt of Qrjssa. A signifteant feature of th-e 

alternative approach pres-ented by rum is the conceptualization of health 

problem as a part of social problem around an appropr-iate methodolog1cal 

approach. He emphasised on understanding- the people concerned, the 

-patients, that famHy and the tribal communfty at large. These factor-s are 

central to form~Jtation of any programme for any community's health 

problems. How do the members of the community percieve their health 

problems? Problems mean what to them, sociaHy and: culturally (particularly 

in case of major diseases) ? How do they react to the' suffering caused by 

them ? To what extent do they cause economic sufferin-g ? What types of 

institutions have been evolv_ed within a cu1ture to alleviate the probl-ems 

percieved by tt"le victrms. their -families and the community? What is their 

response to the problems ? 

What should be ttle approach for formulating progr-ammes of 

intervention in the problem to deliver a package of technology which could 

blend' with the pte-existing health culture to alleviate the suffering caused to 

tribal people by health problems. 

19. Sat:w, n.14,_pp.12-t3 
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He says as the health culture of a community and its related 

ecological, biological and overall cultural conditions are dynamic in character 

and any purposive interaction in the bealth -cuJtur:e through _a heaJth 

prcogramme should -take into account the changes that are ITkefy to occur over 

a_time dimenswn20. 

BaAe~fS--{1'9_72-SBl nineteen viUa~~ ,emphasised the study of 

be-hav-iour- in relat4on-·to mt~¢r wider spectrum uf:-neattb pr-obJems. in their

cur-ative, pr-eventhre- and prQmotive dimensions. Commur:1ity r-esponse to the 

famtfy_ planning programme was also included in his study. Tne -most 

si-gnificant feature of this study was that the entir-e rrrethodo1ogicat edifice was 

built around such an int~grated concept. Dep_endin_g on the linguJstic 

competence of tt:le ifWesligator, nint-een villages, cov-ering the stat-eis of 

Gujurat, Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala, Rajasthan, Tamilnadu1_ Uttar Pradesh 

and West Bengal were serected-for afieldwork1ype of investigation of health 

behaviour in the context of the social and- cultural setting. TC? study the 

influence of access, eleven of the viflages chosen also had a fully staffed 

primary hea1th centre (PHC) and two had a sub-centre of PHC21_ 

Anthropologists have taken a lot of interest in recent days, studied the 

genetic iactors with references to sickle cell anaemia, blood group and other 

chronic diseases in various populations. The senetic- epidemiolo~w has 

provided the tools for the study of disease risk factors, familial occurrence, 

segregation of genetic and environmental inf-luences and their mag-nitude, 

proportional susceptibility to disease for an individual or a population. 

20. Ibid. 14 · 
21 . Debabar Banerji, • A Socio-Cultural, Political And Admimstrat~ve Analysis _of Health 
Policies And· Programmes In India in tbe Eighties: A Critical A-ppriasa!", {New Oefhi; 1-990):. 
p.49 
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Basu, Malhotra & Basu have done extensive field surveys of tribaJ as 

well as hill populations to generate wjde range of data regarding the genetic 

marker for the different health disorders. But, McMahan (1970) _pointed~ out 

lhat no -disease js determmed solely by either gene ~or -enviror~ment22.-

A national workshop on T-eaching a11d- Research in Medical 

Anthropology -in ~ndia11 organized' at the Centr& of Social Medicine And 

'Community Health by the, Society for lndian Medical Anthropology- (SUM) 

-Which recommends that 

1. There -is an urgent :need to promote medical anthropology, which is 

basic~lly of appliect nature in Indian Universities, by people trained specifically 

4n this sub-discipHne ~o have put in considerable amount of research in 

medical anthropology. 

2-. There is a need- to- identify relevant areas of r-esearch most- condudve- to 
> 

1he needs of our country. As most of Jndi_an research material is scattered 

primarily in the form of r-esearch papers and reports, it is urgently needed that 
. 

this materia~ be compRed and distributed to the departments which are 

teaching medical anthropology and to such departments which are identified 

as prospective- centres uf teaching medical anthropology. The panel further 

feels that there is a need to prepare ex-tensive teaching modul-es and various 

topics generalty taught in medical anthropology. Such modules shouJd identify 

definitions and concepts; highlight theoretical framework; identify 

methodology and briefJy discuss important research studies along with future 

directions. 

22. S.K. Basu, "ICMR report Genetic Epidemiology of ConQenital Malformations - Final 
report", National lnstitute of Healtf::l & Family Welfare, (New Delhi, 1992), p.2 
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3. It is of atmost importance that tbe- teaching courses- in medieal 

anthropology should as a rule be accompanied by anthropoiogica1 fi:eld work. -

4. It was feft tnat medical anthropology with an interdisciplinary perspective 

and the broad frame which is -needed wilf -not be suitab1e as a -core col;Jrse. 

_ Further, it was -unanimously felt to keep medical anthropology as an optional 

course in- view to develop_ the needed skill among the- anthropologists- to

ham:fle1fie: mutti-dimensional.-probJems-in fue-healtM sector. 

The_ second session -which js de'loted~ --ro Resear.ch l:r:t- Medical. 

Antflropa1ogv ln India Tecommended the ·following points for tMe future 

guidelines-ami tt:le-~p.erspectives. 

1. It was felt that under the fabric of ethnomedicine, medical anthropoJogy has 

suffered for the same colonial hegemony and served- the dominant vaJues by 

btaming the people for their ills and sufferings. The medical :anthropologists 

remain unscientific and supported the dominant class whenever they have_ 

studied the community health prob1ems if! biomedical perspective. The aim of 

medical anthropology researches therefore, is also to act as spring board -tor 

· raising the issues in the -right perspectives, -k€epin-g in view the health in 

broader multifaceted dimensions. 

2. Health culture concept may be considered as a starting point to generate a 

broad based, pan-lnGian knowledge with .reference to people's health 

problems vis-a-vis health practices in Indian context. 
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3. the anthropologists who are interested to develop the skills and insights in 

the field of medical anthropology must be well conversant with the basic 

concepts of their subdisciplines ie. physical anthropology, social anthropology 

and other sister social science discipl1nes such as Sociolog1. Psychology, 

Political Science, Economics, History etc. and they must be wei~ ~ware of the 

fundamentals of medical -ssience -ia e_pidemiology of different health 

problems~ 

4. Thecresearcbl are.as-ifl_the medicalantfuopolqgy may be _pr:ioritized keepi~ 

in view the burning- eommunity heaftn -Pl'OOffims_ of the deprivBrl -and 

mar-ginalized communities. A cof.lstant interaction is needed from otf:ler 

di:sciplines such as medical_ sociology, health Psychology, Health economics 

and Community hea1th. As a result of this the medical anthropologists may 

not be spokesmen of the dominant class and techno_crats. 

5. The- so calLed health programmes, poiFcies and top down "package .. 

approaches :have tQ -be demystifi.ed raising the issues in a scientific and 
> 

peoples perspective; This endeavour wJil reiterate the research in medical 

-anthropology in l.ndja from western technocratl:c and anti-peopte model. 

6. Medical anthropologists may give emphas-is in rethinking the concepts 

required in vari-ous community health problems and r.d.entify to appropriate 

interdiscipfm:ary tools ar:~d techniques in bridging the gap between biomedical 

model and ethnomedical approach23. 

23. CSM & CH, "The-national workshop on Teaching & Research In Medical Anthropology In 
India"; Societyior -1 r:~dian MedicatAnthr~ology, (New ·oelhi1 1991), pp.1-4 
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CHAPT-ER-- V 

ISSUES- ANOPERSPECTLVE OF MEOl,CALANTHRDPOLOGY-



The gains of appfied anthropology, action anthropology and 

antMropologlcaUy· stimulat-ed human engineering are of Jittle permanent value. 

The strength of anthropology I medi·cal anthropology Hes ir:~ its analytical 

potentiaL 8-o fotrg· as: -inequtaity ·ofc power prevails, acce~s to social resources 

is also bound·te-remain unef.1uar. so iong as extremes in the ownership of 

wealth reflected' in: ·excessive affluence and low -sobsiste·ence, pmterty -and 

exploitation prevaijs, societies wUf: alse continue to expet:ience -t»poJar sense 

ot anomie; -aJmeatioo, rootlessness and loss of human worth. The ma9nitude 

of ei mensions to_ the tasks 1hat He ahead call for more an·d better 

anthropology., not forrrs rejection. To be: able to articulate the consiousness of 

the d~prived:-and-regarded the anthropologists win have to relate themsefves 

organically to these groups, identifying themselves wrth their cause and 

pursue their roJe with commitment and dedication 1. 

Medical. anthropology having its maj.or links with public health, has 

developed in various ways. Tflis narrow expansion of medical .anthropology

and western theor-etical and methodological bias has mjssed the holistic 

.perspective to contr::ibute meaningfully in the poltcies and programme of 

public heaJtt:l in the tl"lird world in general and in Jndia in particu~ar. 

The conceptuf publ4c health is- difter:ent today, what it was fifty years 

ago. ·In public health, the centre of interest is the whole community, of wruch 

the individual is a member, and the emphasis· is on the organised commul)ity 

1. P. J. Pelto, "Anfhr.opology And Its New Perspective", 1982, p.6 
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effort. From the control of physical- enVironment and communkab~e diseases, 

public health- as moved to preventive, therapeutic and rehabiljtative aspects of 

ct"lronic diseases and behavioural disorders whieh are currently major public 

health _problems~ 

The broad approach of public health is very close to the community 

:bea1ltl~ whicfT postutates a unified~ -and balanced integration of- "CUrativ.e; 

-Preventiv-e at:ad pr-omotien-bal health -services. Jts primary _commitmeJ:ItJs marer 

to promotion ef welL being (physica1-, mental: and sociaf~, than to_ refiet-cat 

stJtferingJo -a reduction in the incidence ofl-oad -of disease and tflSaOitity :ir:rthe

community through prever-~tiv-e and pmmotional activ4ty. This broad approach 

~of community heaUh activities fall into-the--discipline -:of medtoa1 antbrop:ology, 

whkh deals with the cultural component m the ecology of heafth and 

disease2. 

_ Hcealth And Medical Antlrropotogy: .Snme Key Issues 

H-ealth is a part -of over-all deveJopm_ent. lts analysis will require- a 

meanrng: and significance by the medical anthropolngists only when they ar:e 

r-elevar:1t in the present social, cuUural, e-conomic, poiliticaL -ecological a-r'ld 

biological milieu and a-re carried out with broader imagination and hoifistic 

framework in the developing world3. 

Many -Of the prctical issu_es and concerns faced by medica-l 

anthropologists today are problems common to developed and deve~oping 

nations alike, the problems inherent in designing and admini-stering 

2. J.E Park, p.73 T~,c+- ~ooK oF Pf-Eve.N7tv!E- A-ND 5:Dct4"- MI£--D1 UNt;.~ l't'l-l.. 
3. D. Banergi, ·sociaJ Sciences tn Health Services Development•. 
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economical, effective and equitable health care delivery systems, and 

attempting to redistribute scarce medical resources dedicated to appropriate 

technology -and their intensive applications. T-echnol·ogical and economic 

imperatives have driven decision making in most health care sys~ems, 

steadily increasing.-th&cost of the prov:isio.n of m-edical care and inhibjting the 

deveiopment- of~ adequate rural· pfimary care distribution networks at -

reasonable cost-using, tr:ained. and superv-isory personnel. While some of the 

probiems mighrbetter be approached by -developjn:g_and communicating 1o 

policy makers macro lever .conceptualizations of heaith systems, goals and 

appropriate resource aUocation s~tegies, the majority of health services and 

medical anthropological researchers alik-e concentrate instead on generating 

operational lev~ solutions to discrete problems4. 

New questions· aris:e -how the medicaf antt:lropology in India meet the 

challenges to make the -contributions, a mean1ng_tul one in achieving -"Health 

For All - 2000AD". For India, .those general areas where -anthropological 

research on health problems in devefopi:ng countries may be useful suggest 
. 

themselves: (a) specific disease, (b) specific probl-ems and (c) health care 

delivery system and policy planning. 

As a result of the work of the past three decades, a stage is now 

reached when one can c.onceive of an alternative endogenous paradigm for 

4. S.K. S-ahu, "Re!rearch In M-edical Anthropology: Issues And Alternatives", Man & Life, 
Vol.13, 1989, pp.7-8 
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medical anthropology in health fields for a country tike t-ndia. The foHowing 

gujdelines and the perspectives are to be followed by social scientists vis-a

vis medical anthropologists~ to contribute significantly. 

That a health pr-oblem nas to be seen in terms of the dynamics of the 

~biolagicaf interactions between the causative agent and a human group 

against a background at human ecology, which includes cultural, social, 

economic agd:poUticaJ-CORditions whicM influence 1he natural history of the 

health problemsjn:that grouJaor community. 

Understanding ot the people concem~d -the patients, the JamiHes, the 

c:ammtmity at large iseentralto formulation of any programme~for inteFVention 

in the epjdemiofogical dynamics of any community health problem. How do 

people perceive their -health __problems ? What do these problems m-ean to 

them socially and culturally ? What do these problems mean in terms of 

suff-ering caused by them ? To what extent do they catJse economic suffering 

? What-types of institutions have been evolved wHhin a culture to alleviate the 

problems _percieved by the- victims, their families and the community ? What is 

their r:esponse to the probtems ? What should be the appr-oach for formulatin~g 

programmes of intervention in the dynamics of epi-demi~oJogy of the problem 

through an agency to detiver a package of technology, which would blend 

with the pre-existing health culture to alleiviate the suffering caused to peopJe 

-by the health problems, both at a point of time and in a time dimension ? The 

programmes so formulated will be expected, first to meet the unmet felt ~need 

ef-th:e people, and if necessary, keeping in view the epidemiological situation, 

active steps can be taken to generate addition felt needs to have ~greater 

epidemiologiqal "impact on the problems. In this approach, social and 

epidemiological aspects are considered together5. 

5. ManiNag.•Anthropotoavfr:lThe-Nationa-Building", ~~. 1_ ~ ~ 
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Some scholars recently ~supported critical medical anthropology. The 

critical_ medical anthropologists ultimately aspire to merge theory and pracxis 

-in their desire to promote experiential health as opposed to th:e functional 

_-health associated with contemporary political econemics around the world. 

Question arises wnat should be the approach: to build a bridge between 

critical- medicaL anthrop_olag}' and clinical antf:rrop_ology and further what 

strate;gy do they persue for a creation- of -a truJy ht:.unarl holistk health :care 

syst-em-and society_~ 

While viewed~ a l)erspective on capitalism as an important starting for a 

critiGa! medical -anthropology, it also maintained that critical medi-cal 

anthropology would eventually have to address the nature of health concepts 

~and pFaetices in pFecapitalist and social1-st eriente~d':S.ocietyB. 

Singer and Johnson hope to ~synthesize ttre macro level concerns of 

poHtical economy of health and the middle, level and micro level co!'lcerns of 

conventional medical anthmpology. Baer and others argued that an analysis 

of power relations in the delivery of -health servkes needs to distingu1sh four 

major level-s of analysis: (a) macro-social, (b} intermediate social, (c) Th-e 

micro social and (d) the individual?. 

6. H,A. Baer, "The Possibilities And Dilemmas- of BtlildiRg Bridges Between Cr:itical Medical 
Anthropology And Clinical Anthropology: A Discussion, Social Science Medicine, V.30, n.9, 
pp. 1:0l1-1 013, 1990, p.l011 
7. Ibid.., p.1012 



Critical medical anthropology maintains that discussion of specific 

health probfems apart from macrolevel political and economic issues onfy 

serves to mystify social relationships that underlie environmental, 

occupationaJ, nutritional, residential and experimental conditior~s. Importantly, 

the ultimate origin of these problems is not enviro_nm~tal or bio1ogica4,_ but 

social. namely the -existence of inherently oppresive social relationships of 

production and expropriation. 

'Marxist vJew of critiGal af:lthropology emphasize, tbe relationship' 

between sociop-oJiticaJ formatiorl-, .eooaomic- strategies aad~ drs:ease_ profiles. 

Following in the foot steps _of political-economists f!om ~tiTer disciplines, not 

all critical antnmpotogists adher-e to orthodox- Marxism. Some prefer a 

ph:enomenological and humanistic, yet politicaUy informed approach to 

sickness and hea~1ngB. 

The real question befom us is whether it is critical medical 

anthropology or conventional medicar anthropology addresses, the multifacted 

problems in relation to the health -ar:td the people at differ-ent level of Hfe 

patterns. It is impartar~t and mostly rea1ized by the recent scholars of new 

public health that the intensive qualitative research with adequate inter

disciplinary conceptualization is required to g·enerate insi.ghts. to understand 

the health problems encountered by the peopJe of tbi-rd world c.ountroi.es. 

8. L.MMorgan, "The Medicalization of Anthropology: -A Critical Perspective On The Critical -
Clinical Debate", Social Science & Medicine, v.30, n.9, pp.945-950, 1990, p.945 
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With this a new public health will be generated giving- primacy to the 

people. With their roots- in the dynamics of human ecology and history, health 

and health s-ervices department in a community -is r-egarded as a socio

cultural- process, a political process and a managerial and a technological 

process with an~ epldemiologica1 and -sociological perspectives. Bements

such-as modes_ of production and_ production relations, social and-economic 

structure, and _epidemiological-situation go into the fbfmation of the foundation, 

which deterrnir:res the -architecture-of the edifice of health service---system. 

Medical anthropologists -wtrl not be effectively contributing without the above 

--perspecliv-es9. 

9. Banerji, n.3, p. \ iJ.. . 
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